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I, INTRODUCTION 
A. Management Information - The Genere.l Situation 
Modern businesses are becomin~ more and more complex. 
As they grow in complexity, the professional manager requires 
more information in order to intelligently operate his 
business, As business grows and becomes itself complex, so 
do the rules and regulations governing its operation; 
ownership and control become separate functions, and detailed 
reports are required to evaluate management's stewardship 
of the resources available to it. 
Detailed reports are therefore required on many 
aspects of the business, both t.o assist management to make 
intelligent decisions, and to inform the o~mers of the 
ouality of management's work. The maintenance of the 
records necessary for these reports, and the actual production 
of them have become a major concern of managements. As the 
number of reports and records required by a firm increases, 
the amount of actual data processed in the office usually 
increas~s more than proportionally. With more data and 
more extensive records, the access time for any given 
piece of data will probably increase, as will the report 
preparation time, In the modern business world such "time" 
costs money, whether it is in terms of salary or machine 
expense, or in terms of lost business opportunities due to 
late or incomplete information, 
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The small concern turns to simple hand information 
systems, while the large company turns to more complicated 
systems, probably to machines which mechanically or 
electronically process data. 
The growing concern with rerorts and information 
reflects an enlightened and scientific management; but the 
methods of attacking the situation do not. Managements 
have often "bought" the first semi-reasonable solution that 
was offered them. The first salesman to appear sold his 
wares. Managements began to buy the electronic computer; 
w·hat has been called, "Top management's bright new toy, 
full of the wonders promised by automation.~,, These 
immediate a.nd ill planned acquisitions of systems have been 
underscored by one observer \'lhO noted that s~ch orders had 
often been justified by such homely thinking as is reflected 
in the first line of a famous early English recipe for 
rabbit stew, "First get yourself a rabbit.*~' 
The acquisition of any system must be carefully 
planned, and must take into account the data to be processed, 
the requirements of the company, a.nd the resources available 
to the company. Anyone with much experience in large 
organizations can point to the punched card system that 
"does not do the job as ~1ell as the accounting machines 
used to," or the computer that actually costs nore per 
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item of processed data than did the former punched card 
installation, Often there is much in these claims, as 
many times the system has not been designed to fit the 
real needs of a specific management. 
A reasonable point of departure in planning any 
information system would seem to be a logical determination 
of just exactly \'that information is reouired, Only then 
can one expect to be able to decide upon a coherent system 
by ~1hich to obtain this information. After this has been 
done, the objective should be to design the best possible 
information and communications system for meeting these 
requirements, whether it relies upon a computer, a simple 
manual or machine system, or entirely upon humans. 
There appear to be two approaches to deciding 
just exactly what information is re0uired: 
1. Look at present reports and ask executives what 
other information they might desire. 
2. Make a survey to determine what information 
should be of use to management, and attach 
varying degrees of usefulness to each type of 
information, to be we~ghed when considering 
the costs of producing such information. 
As most managers are prone to ask for things which they 
never use, the second approach is probably the most reasonable. 
An experiment was made by a division of a major manufacturing 
company with respect to such unused, but produced, information, 
A committee decided that a number of costly reports were 
actually of no use to anyone in relation to their cost. For 
several months, they directed that these reports be prepared, 
but they deliberately withheld them from their normal 
recipient. In ninety per cent of the cases they had no 
immediate comment. They had a number of executives who 
were slightly embarrassed four or five months later when 
they made some comment about not getting the report that 
month, only to be told that they had not received it for 
several months previous, and had not missed it. Most of 
the executives involved decided that they did not really 
require the reports. 
Once one has determined what information is required, 
he must then design a system to produce this information. 
To do this, requires some consideration of just exactly 
what is involved in "data-processing." The actual processing 
of data appears to be made up of some combination of the 
following three functions: 
1. Transcribing: Reproducing information in the 
same or different form to facilitate further 
processing, or as an end use (e.g. duplication, 
card punching, report writing, etc.). 
2. Calculating: Performing arithmetical operations 
and quantitative decision making. 
3. Filing: Storing information in some orderly 
sequence and refering to such stored information. 
All data-processing can be construed to be some configuration 
of these three basic operations. "Data-processing systems" 
are schemes which simplify or mechanize one or more of these 
operations. "Integrated data-processing systems" are those 
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which smooth the transition from one function to another, 
usually through the use of some sort of common language 
device. 
When one determines that he will automate or 
simplify his data-processing system, he must select his 
method, taking careful consideration of the amount and 
type of data to be processed. He must then use the system 
to ita best advantage. An excellent analogy about what 
can occur if a system is improperly used is a story told 
by Lord Halsbury*. 
I have been concerned with a new develonment in 
plastics which makes it possible to mold, let 
us say, wings of aircraft or boat hulls on a 
scale much larger than would at one time have 
been thought possible. One builder of boat 
hulls, wishing to experiment with this new 
material, was so wedded to tradition that he 
proceeded as follows. He first took the plastic 
raw material and moulded it into large sheets. 
He then sawed these sheets up into planks, 
then he nailed the planks together to form the 
hull of a boat. It was more expensive and 
less satisfactory than a wooden hull and he 
dropped his experiment. He could not, you see, 
visualize a boat that was not built of planks, 
but was moulded in one piece. 
For maximum savings and apeed, the system used need not 
necessarily follow the traditional steps in order. As long 
as output and results are satisfactory, any accurate path 
through the required functions is acceptable; therefore, the 
* 17 P• 3. 
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most economical method which is compatible ;dth other 
requirements is probably the best way to acheive a given 
result. 
Reports and information are the nemisis of 
modern managements. It may be possible to acheive better 
and more economical information through the use of some 
sort of system. From what has been said, the criteria for 
the construction of a good system seem to be the following: 
1. Determine what information is reouired. 
2. Determine what functions are reouired to 
produce this information. 
3. Investigate systems ,.,hich mie;ht be able to 
produce this information. 
4. Determine objectively which system best fits 
the needs of the organization. 
5. Utilize the system so selected in the optimum 
manner. 
B. Perpetual ~nventories - The Specific Problem 
Having made a number of generalizations about 
data-processing, a specific data-processing operation will 
he examined, that of maintaining a perpetual inventory. 
In many companies, both the accounting department 
and the production planni~g group keep their own perpetual 
inventory records, as they both consider them necessary for 
the fulfillment of their functions. There may be an almost 
complete duplicat~on of effort, merely because the records 
are kept for different uses. In any given company, there 
is a good chance that neither method is up to date, and the 
expenae for maintaining either is high. 
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The phrase "accounting type" perpetual inventory 
will be used to refer to one which contains both quantity 
and cost information, in contrast to ;-rhat might be called 
the "inventory control" perpetual inventory, 'l'>hich is kept 
only in quantity. The accounting type of perpetual 
inventory requires more input and more processing, but it 
yeilds more and varied output reports. 
More than one "systems" salesman has stated that 
satisfactory maintenance of perpetual inventory records 
and reports is the great unsolved problem in data-processing. 
This is the problem to be examined in detail in this thesis. 
c. Scope of This Study 
The general problem of data-processing has been 
discussed, and the specific problem to be considered has 
been selected. It remains to outline an orderly and system-
atic approach to the problem as posed. 
According to the previously discussed criteria for 
data-processing, the first decision is whether and under what 
circumstances a perpetual inventory is actually required. 
If it is determined that it is necessary or sufficiently 
useful, one may then proceed to study the workings of a 
perpetual inventory, and possible systems. 
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In the case of the accounting type perpetual 
inventory, the specific inventory pricing method may put 
limitations upon the systems or configurations of equipment 
'i'Thich may be chosen. To understand these limitations the 
the mechanics of several of the more popular methods of 
inventory pricing must be explored. 
Before one can systematize, mechanize, or improve 
a procedure, he must understand clearly what is involved, 
This vrill lead to discussions of the required data; the 
necessary functions of filing, transcribing, and calculating; 
and the required output information. 
After the decision as to what data is necessary, 
and what results are desired, one may then proceed to discuss 
various means of acheiving this end. This will occupy the 
major portion of this thesis. A number of manual, mechanical, 
and electronic systems will be studied. Each system will 
have specific applications; the accounting board is not 
good for all, neither is the computer. Some situations may 
call for complete·systems set up merely for perpetual 
inventory; while in most, the perpetual inventory must be 
integrated into a larger, more complete, data-processing 
program. 
The ultimate objective of this thesis will be to 
discuss various operational and proposed perpetual inventory 
systems, with special reference to the situations '\'There 
they are applicable and practical. No effort 'l'dll be made 
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iri_ the body of the thesis to compare the absolute cost 
of specific systems; since requirements vary from company 
~ 
to company, and, in many cases, the final judg1Jlent on 
equipment .-dll require consideration of the other uses 
of the same equipment or data. It should be possible, 
however, to set up some sort of objective criteria for 
measuring the cost and desirability of such systems. 
II. THE NECESSITY FUR A PERPETUAL INVENTORY 
A. Functions of a Perpetual Inventory 
It has been emphasized that before one attempts 
to select or design a system to perform a given function, 
he must first determine that the function is, indeed, 
necessary and required, There is no logic in spending 
money on an efficient system that will perform a function 
which is not essentiaL It will be the purpose of this 
chapter to discuss the need for a perpetual inventory. 
Before deciding i'lhether a function is necessary, 
it is first necessary to define the limits of the function 
in question. The major function of the perpetual inventory 
can be summed up quite succinctly; a perpetual inventory 
tells how much an organization has of its physical stock 
in trade, and may tell the cost of this stock in trade. 
The objective is control; control of items in inventory, and 
control of the organization's investment in inventory, 
The perpetual inventory itself may be considered 
as an unknown system. Certain data is fed into the system, 
and the systemproduces, as an output, a current material 
quantity balance, and, if this is the accounting type of 
perpetual inventory, current material cost balances and 
and the cost of material issues (see Figure I). The objective 
in the design of the perpetual inventory system is to mini-
mize the total cost of producing the input data and of 
operating the system. 
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The function of the perpetual inventory is to 
produce a current material quantity balance for each item 
of material, and possibly a corresponding cost balance and 
a cost of material issued amount. The problem now is to 
determine that this information is required. Indeed, some 
authorities* suggest that, for small firms of certain types, 
no perpetual inventory be kept. It is their contention 
that, in many cases, the information produced is not t'lorth 
the cost involved. It t~ll first be necessary to show the 
uses of the information produced by the perpetual inventory. 
It will then be up to the individual reader to determine 
whether the information derived would be worth the expense 
which would be incurred in his specific case. 
B. The Inventory Control Type of Perpetual Inventory 
What has been called the inventory control type 
perpetual inventory has uses both for "inventory control," 
and for more broad "accounting control." It might better be 
called the "physical control" perpetual inventory, for that 
is precisely what it does; it keeps track of those goods 
which are supposed to be in the possession of the firm. If 
it is a useful thing for a finn to knot; ho'"' much of' each 
type of good it possesses or is supposed to possess, then 
this type of perpetual inventory is a useful thing. 
* 34, p. 19-21. 
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Such an inventory gives a detailed, reliable, 
and current check on the inventory available in stock, This 
is a very important item for many manufacturing firms, 
particularly those with assembly lines. If all parts of an 
item are not available at the time set for assembly of the 
item, considerable time and effort may be wasted, To avoid 
this problem, many manufacturing firms install elaborate 
systems requiring automatic reorder of a part if the amount 
in inventory and on order drops below a certain point. 
Implicit in all such control plans is some sort of inventory 
control perpetual inventory system which tells the quantity 
of an item currently in stock, 
The same problem is faced by some merchandisers 
who are selling the service of immediate delivery. They 
must have fast moving stock in sufficient quantity so that 
they will not alienate customers by not having their partic-
ular required item in stock, In many businesses, if a 
customer cannot obtain an item from one dealer, he can 
merely go else'l'there and have his requirements satisfied. 
Such problems again give rise to inventory control systems, 
embodying as a basic requirement a perpetual inventory, 
From the standpoint of the accountant, a perpetual 
inventory kept only in terms of physical quantities will be 
of considerable assistance in controlling the assets of the 
firm, An efficient perpetual. invento:cy: system, with the 
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checks afforded by good internal control and a periodic 
inventory, can assure that the assets classified as inven-
tory are used and accounted for properly. Such a system 
allows discrepancies to be localized and thereby aids in 
tracking down shortages and overages. A working perpetual 
inventory serves as a deterrent to pilferage or other 
dishonesty involving inventories, as the perpetual inventory 
gives a complete accounting of the supposed acquisitions 
and dispositions of inventory. A good, properly functioning 
perpetual inventory may allow the physical counting of the 
inventory to be carried on over a space of time, rather than 
all at once, with all activities of the firm suspended for 
the period of counting. 
'The inventory control type perpetual inventory, 
then, can be useful as the basis for an inventory control 
scheme, and can be doubly useful as a check on those assets 
of the organization classified as "inventories." 
c. The Accounting TyPe Peryetual Inventory 
The accounting type perpetual inventory provides 
all the information that the inventory control perpetual 
inventory provides, therefore, it can be useful in the same 
ways. It contains further information relo.ti ve to costs 
and prices, and can be extremely useful in several additional 
areas. 
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One of the most important uses of this type of 
perpetual inventory is 1r1ell summed up by the following state-
ment, "For control purposes, we must know how much 'l'le have of 
each item, and how much it costs to hold on to it.*" This 
type of system includes the cost facet of the important 
problem of inventory control. It has been noted that many 
times there is a loss when needed items are not in stock; 
there are also losses due to shrinkage, obsolesence, and 
pilferage, and that loss caused by tying up the capital of 
the firm, when excessive stocks are maintained needlessly. 
There are various schemes which attempt mathematically or 
subjectively to balance these factors, but they all require 
the information that can come only from this type of perpetual 
inventory system. 
Such a perpetual inventory is basic to any cost 
accounting systems in a firm dealing with inventories. If 
all costs of manufacturing an item are to be accounted for, 
it is necessary to attach some cost to the materials from 
which the items were made. It is impossible to truly compute 
the cost of an item, without knowing the cost of the material 
contained in that item. If cost figures are going to be used 
in the inventory accounts, this type of perpetual inventory is 
almost mandatory, as there would be no rational way to charge 
materials to a job, or the finished product into stock, with-
out the information produced by such a system. It permits 
a constant measure of efficiency of material utilization of 
operating departments or cost centers. 
* 30, P• 345. 
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With the accounting type perpetual inventory, it 
is possible to draw off interim reports regarding the state 
of inventories without the expense of conducting a physical 
inventory. It gives management even better control, as the 
availability of accounts which are reasonably up-to-date 
allows for frequent and specialized reports, and allows 
management access to information about inventories at the 
time when they need it. 
It can be seen that the perpetual inventory is a 
useful tool of management. The inventory control type is 
useful for physical control of inventory; the accounting 
type is even more useful for control purposes; it is also 
more expensive. There is no doubt about it; as a general 
rule, more information costs more money. Management must 
weigh the usefulness of the perpetual inventory against the 
added costs of maintaining it. This paper will consider the 
expenses involved in many perpetual inventory systems, it 
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is then up to the individual reader to decide whether the 
information outlined here is worth the cost to him. No 
overall statement can be made, but most firms presently 
operating perpetual inventory systems consider the information 
well worth its cost; this paper will discuss better and 
cheaper methods of obtaining this information. 
Since the accounting type of perpetual inventory 
includes, as an integral part, the inventory control type 
perpetual inventory, and the accounting type is of most use 
in the control function, only the accounting type perpetual 
inventory will be considered when discussing systems. Any 
of the systems to be discussed would function satisfactorily 
as an inventory control perpetual inventory, merely by 
deleting the cost data and computations from the system. 
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A. The Q.e_lleral_ Picture 
If it is established that a perpetual imc·"ntory 
performs a useful function and one ~·rishes to determine 
the cost of such a perpetual inventory, he must first 
underst.and clearly just vlhat is involved in the perpetual 
inventory· process. It was previously noted that tl1e 
perpetual inventory process encompassed three major 
elements: the input, the actual inventory computations 
and records, and the output reports. This was shmm 
graphically in Figure 1. The purpose of this chapter will 
be to take this same figure and fill it in with more 
detailed information, 
The data will be discussed in terms of the items 
that are 2.ctuc:lly required to peri'orm the inventory 
calculations. Very little attention -.:il1 be paid to the 
form of the data, as the system may dictate this form. '''he 
same holds true for the output; the contents of the output 
will be described, but the system and company usage 1rill 
probably dictate its final form. 
The item which will be discussed last in this 
chapter is actually the second step-the perpetual inventory 
system-the transition step from data to reports. The 
ultimate purpose of this report is to describe a number 
of systems which might serve as the perpetual inventory 
system. For this reason it 1~11 satisfy the needs of this 
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chapter merely to describe in a bit more detail what 
must, of necessity, go on within the system. 
B. The Input Data 
The input data for a perpetual inventory must 
include information relative to all transactions involving 
inventory. Every time that something significant happens 
to the inventory, it must be reported to the perpetual 
inventory mechanism, if the perpetual inventory purports 
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to maintain a current record of the actual state of inventory. 
This input. data may be paper forms, punched cards, punched 
tape, or magnetic tape; this will depend upon the system 
used and the configuration of equipment available. Although 
this report to the perpetual inventory may take many forms, 
there are only a sma+l number of possible occurances,i.e., 
additions to inventory, issues from inventory, and losses 
from inventory. The individual firm may use many categories 
to describe these occurances, but these, basically, are the 
three main end effects. 
In the case of an addition to inventory, there 
are three basic pieces of information vrhich must be 
supplied: identification, quantity, and cost. The inventory 
has no record of any of these for the specific goods involved, 
and these are the pieces of information required in the 
inventory records. 
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There must be some sort of input data to report 
acquisitions from outside the firm. This inforBation probably 
cor.1es, in some manner, from the firm's purchase orders, 
after they have been correlated ;vith receiving information. 
Such data is also available on the seller's invoice, if 
it is correlated with the necessary receiving information. 
Thei·e r.1ust be a reference to recei vil<~. :Lnfol"i":lCl_·L,~_o:-- :Ln ;-.~11 
c<:,.scs ·~o ci.e·::., r1 ,~.ne ·~h:,•."c ~~lle firm actually received the goods; 
a receiving report, in quantities only, ','i'ould have to be 
correlated •'lith cost d2.ta. It 'lvill suffice to s.·y t;nt 
the cost comes fro:•1 the purch.ose order or the invoice, 
'l'thile the identification and quantity are determined or 
supported by actual physical check of the quantity received. 
Often, copies of the purchase order are sent to the receiving 
personnel. If the quantities received are entered on a 
copy of the proper purchase order, one ''.ocu;·,,ent is crec;ted 
containing both pieces of data. 
When a manufacturing firm is involved, there are 
transfers from in-process inventory to finished-goods 
inventory or stock. This constitutes an addition to 
finished-goods and requires a credit to in-process in-
ventory. There are several possible documents vrhich 
might indicate such a transfer to the perpetual inventory. 
In many cases, the completed job cost sheet is the document 
\thich gives ouantities and costs for manufactcJ.res. In 
standard cost s:i. tuat:i..ons an :~nspection report, passing 
the goods into inventory, or even 2. tR.lly nheet a:J they 
go nHst a certain point •Till suffice to give the quantity; 
the cost is standard cost, already listed in the perpetual 
inventory records. 
Sales returns ·.re another source of additions to 
inventory. The receiving on such returns provides the 
necessary data to debit inventory for quantity; the costs 
should be else•;here in the company records. 
Issues frora inventory require less i:1put 
inforra:~tion. There is no need for cost or nrice data, 
as the system already contains this information; a rart 
of its job will be to supply this infom.ation. The 
input de.ta must. supply the identification and the quantity. 
The sale of it·ems is generally rerorted -;:;o the 
perpetual inventory by the docurnents arising from the 
sale. This is generally t.he sales invoice or the shipping 
material. 
In almost. any business situation dealing with 
p;oods, there is some type of scrap, rejects, or sr:oilage. 
Thes8 give rise to tvlO pos.·>i ble inventory transactions. 
The first is obviously a credit to inventory and a debit 
to a loss account to record the loss from scrap and ·.o 
eliminate the socoiled stock £rom inventory. The s2cond 
transaction is a T)Ossible return to inventory of any 
recoverable and usable material. The first requires 
only a report of the loss quantity; the inventory records 
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contain the required pricing information. The second 
takes slightly more information. If this is a relatively 
infrequent occurance, such returns may be Driced individually 
before being entered into the system. If such returns 
are normal occuro.nces, the system may hc,ve a provision to 
price standard materials. 
These have been examples of the iEput data and 
cover the general picture. To have a successful perpetual 
inventory system, any transaction effecting inventory 
must produce a document containing the re~uired information 
for the perpetual inventory records. 
G. The Results Required 
In the true"systems" approach, the first step 
in the analysis is to determine what the required output 
is to be •. Since the limitations of the input information 
are known from experience, it is possible to discuss this 
first, It must be keT't in mind, however, that it :''a:c 
be T)OSsible to alter the form of the icc ut ·~o su.it the 
chosen system. No~r the most T)ressing ouest ion is, "cvhat 
must the system ~roduce as ::l.i"'. ou·;:.nut? 11 • The sy3"Ge:J 
is onl~r as ;;ood os tc1o infon:J2,0io_ it produces is useful, 
It has previously been stated that one of the 
primary reasona for a perpetual inventory is to tell how 
much a firm has in inventory, and hov; much, in terms of 
capital, it is costing to keep it. The reports to fill 
this requirement will be called inventory status repo1·ts, 
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These inventory status reports may bo divided. into two 
major categories, i.e, demand and periodic. 
For order, production, or pl.:mninc purr.oses, it 
is often necessctrY to kn01' the st2tl'2 of ir.ca vic1.m1l items 
or groups of items; the perpetual inventory systems must 
have an immediated reference capability by ul1j.ch one me.y 
emery the system on the status of a limited !1Uitlber of 
iter1s, The actual operction may be a look-up in a file or 
a print-out from a computer, never-the-'less, kcis capahility 
must be present. This capability will fulfill the recuire-
ments for specific data for statistical 'I'Tork, for managerial 
calculations, and for accounting checks. 
Another possible major requirenent that this 
"immediate status reportn capability Hill fulfill is that 
of pricing issues from inventory. '.Then there is an 
issue from inventory, the balances of the account of the 
goods issued must be reduced by the price of the issue and 
the ouantity issued. The perpetual inventory contains 
the price, the input contains the auantity, A combination 
of this information may be used as an output to make a 
report of cost of issues or cost of goods sold. 
In addition to reouiring imr.:tediate information, 
complete periodic reports on the status of invent'ories 
may be required. A monthly or ouarterly lising of inventory 
might be useful, but under some of the simo>lest systems 
this may be impossible due to the sheer volume of data 
to be processed by hand. If a system could produce 
quantities and costs of specific categories of stock, this 
might be of considerable use in analyzing the state of 
inventories. There might be other desired periodic 
reports, but their contents would be this same information, 
rearranged to suit the s::ecific puruose. 
If the firm has an inventory control plan as 
an ac(junct to the perpetual inventory, there v1ill be 
some sort of output to convey 11 buy" instructions as defined 
b',' the inventory control plan. Host plans s ':.ate that 
the inventory ou2.ntity of an item drops belo\1 a snecified 
number of units, a "buy" or make instruction emanates 
from the perpetual inventory system. 
The output requirements c n be summc:rized 
very simnly. The requirements are the quantity ;c.nd the 
cost of those iter;Js currently in stock. Such information 
may be desired for individual immediate reports, listings, 
or summaries by some particular characteristic of the 
items involved. In conjunction with an inventory control 
plan, there may be, as an output, an order of some coort 
to acquire certain i terns ;;hich according to the plans 
calculations are in short suprly. 
D. The Transition from Data to Results 
-----
The last general topic to be covered in this 
chapter, the transition from tl1e input data to tt:e 
output reports, is much less definite. In essence, this 
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is the tonic of this entire paper, so the discussion in· 
this chapter will be limited to broad generalizations 
about the characteristics 1·1hich the system must, of nece9sity, 
possess. In later chapters this field >Till be more fully 
exnlored in the discussions of specific systems. 
Given the input and the output of a system, it 
should be possible to detail the major operations 1vhich 
must take place somewhere within the system. The system 
must possess a calculating mechanism, inventory records for 
all items in inventory, and an inventory renorting 
mechanism. A graphic illustration of this process is 
given in Figure 11,.11hich expands the system picture 
given in Chapter 2. This figure details the flow of the 
actual data throur;h the perpetual inventoTy mechanism 
into the final renorts. 
The capabilities required of the calculating 
mechanism will vary >vith the inventory nricin,£>: method 
involved, and '.:ith the volume of transactions. The 
calculations involved in updating a balance may be done 
by hand or on a large scale digital computer; but such 
calculations remain a requisite of any perpetual inventory 
system. The various systems to be discussed cannot 
eliminate or substantially change these computations and 
deliver the results in a reasonagle time. 
The perpetual inventory system must, almost by 
definition, contain quantity and cost data. These will 
be called item balances for the purooses of t''is pc:mer. 
THE PERPETUAL INVENTORY 
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These item balances may be on "perpetual inventory 
cards, n m.:dntained for the purpose; on punched co.rds; 
on magnetic tape; in e,n electronic storace device; or 
in any other reasonable storage media. These uill all 
be of concern later. The method of access to the balances 
\•Till be important. Access may be either serial or random. 
Serial access means that, every time the file is to be 
consulted, it is necessary to start at the first item and 
go through all items in order until the proper item is 
reached. Random access means that the desired balance 
may be consulted directly, adding considerably to the 
speed of reference. In general, random access is by far 
the most expensive in terms of the cost of the records-
keeping installation. This storage of nitem balances" 
and access to them can be simplified or improved by 
various systems, but it cannot be eliminated. 
The perpetual inventory must possess a reporting 
mechanism - some way to communicate its information to the 
people reouiring the information. TI;is reporting mechanism 
may be simple, as manually pulling a card <md noting the 
balances written thereon, or it may involve printing out 
information from the memory of an electronic storage device. 
The ma,ior steps have been covered; the data has 
entered the system, the necessa~; calculations have been 
made, the balance has been updated, and the report has 
been written. All of these steps, individually, could 
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he simDlified and systematized, but some of the largest 
savin~s can be effected by simpli:fying and systematizing 
the transiti::ms from step to step. 
In the manufacturing industries it has been 
found that the real benefits from automation are derived 
from simplifying OPerations and the "transfer" ope:-·;1tions 
to;oerations uhich move or position the item, rat;her than 
act UDon it); this is also true of Paner Hork oner.J'ciY1S, 
In -'che final analysis, :_lft.-Jr all extraneous o~crntj_ons 
have been eliminai·.ed, ;:.l1.ere rr,main cert.rtin basic o·,·ere.tions 
which must be done to perform the recuired task; they 
cannot be eliminated. For the c~_se of the 1Jerne1~ual 
inventory, these operations heve been described. 11'nat 
renains is to find the most efficient >vay to oerform the 
recuired operations, a·:d to sinnlify the tram>i tion from 
operation to operation, It may >·Tell be 1e0ssible to 
eliminate or combine trar:sition steps without effectin,c: 
actual operations. Judicious use of variom: ;7nes of 
da-ca e.nd information carrying media is l;he usual way to 
elimine:t;e transition steps, 
The major reouirements for a viOrkin": nerpetual 
inventory system have been discussed. It 1·rill no>·l be 
possible to proceed uith discussions of v2.rious or)erational 
and proPosed perpetual inventory systen, 
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IV. IlW.I:!:l'iTUl\Y J:'J:tiCil'iG l'/lli'.l.'liUD::> 
A. Significance of .Pricing methods to .Perpetual Inventory 
:!!he "accounting type" perpetual inventory was 
defined, for the purpose ot tnis paper, as a perpetual 
inventory which is kept in terms of both quantities and 
the associated costs. '.Chis definition implies some sort 
of cost calculation and account entry !'or each change in 
inventory quantity. 
'.L'here are numerous acceptable •aethods for the 
"pricing'' or "costing" or the transactions involved in 
maintaining a perpetual inventory, each involves slightly 
din'erent input and requires smaewhat different calculations. 
'l'he records necessary for inventory coio11mtations 
will have an uuportant bearing on tne perpetual inventory 
system. .i:o'or the operation of one method, it is necessary 
to maintain ana constantly reference elaborate and detailed 
original cost records; for another pricing me thou chese 
records might not be used at all. 'l'here is a con -
siderable distinction oetween records Which a1ay be filed_ 
back in some vault, and records which must be rel'erenced 
for every inventory computation. '.J:he a.;.:.ount o1' material 
which must be a'v hand i'or immediate access for certain 
pricing methods may well limit the systems which can be 
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used, for the system must possess suf:t'icient "memory" 
or reference capacity f'or the required inr·ormation. 
~ach of' the major acceptable inventory .Jricing 
methods has its own pecu.Liari ties in the area ;;!' co;n-
putation. So;ne or the systeus to be discussed may 
function quite well when one particular pricing pro-
cedure is used, but may be so involved as to be ~practical 
or so inadequate as to be unacceptable when another 
pricing procedure is being utilized. 
Since some of these pricing methods are 
particularly suited to certain industries, and since many 
companies are almost irrevocably co.m.u,ited to a specific 
system, it will be necessary to keep in >nind the 
vagaries of specific pricir~ methods when discussing per-
petual inventory systems. 'io do this satisfactorily it 
will first be necesslll'y to define the characteristic 
features oi' the more COllllllOnly used ruethods f'or pricing 
perpetual inventories. 1'hese will be discussed in the 
following section, and summarized on Chart l which shows 
typical computations under each system, and Chart 11 which 
lists the mathematical functions and records l'equired r·or 
each raethoa. 
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B. Descriptions of Specific Pricing .lrlethods 
ldenti1'iable Cost, Job Cost, Production Cost 
lt would seem re~sonable to construe as the cost 
of a paPticular ooject, the total or· ali those costs 
readily identifiable with that specific object. 'l'his is 
probably the most expensive invenG01'Y pricing .uethod; it 
requires a firm to keep separate records for each individual 
object held in inventory. the co.Hputations involved are 
not difficult, but the. "firm dealing with thousands ol' vro•ied 
items would face a record 1rraintenance job that would be e 
enormous. this method contrasts witn other pricing methods 
which group all iden·t;ical objects under a single item account, 
rather than account for each object as a separ>ate entity. 
':l:his type o1' costing is generally applicable in 
situations like that 1'ound in the jewelry manufacturing 
industry where each precious gem over the minimum size is 
unique and has its own specific price. 
lt is quite collllJlon to find tnis type of' pricing 
used in conjunction with other pricing methods in deter-
mining the cost of "custom" or other customer's specification. 
job. 
Average Cost 
.lssuing 1.naterials by some sort of average cost 
method assumes that each issue i'roru stock is .nade up o1' uniform 
quantities taken from each shipment in stock at the date of 
issue. 
What is generally ref~d to as the average cost 
method is also sometimes called the''running average", the 
"moving average", or the "weighted average". In the general 
method, issues are priced at an average price,calculated by 
~dding the cost of any additions to the account balance for 
the item concerned, and then dividing this balance amount 
by the number of units presently in inventory. 
Month End Average 
A variation of the average cost method is the 
"month end average". This average price ·iS derived by 
dividing the sum of the cost of the beginning inventory and 
the cost of the purchases during the month by the sum of the 
quantity of the beginning inventory plus the quantity of pur-
chases during the month. 
In pricing procedures, the average cost is either 
used to price issues for the month just ending (this requires 
issue records for the month to be maintained, and is not a 
true perpetual inventory), or this average cost is used to 
price issues for the next month. 
First-In, First-Out 
The first-in, first-out method of pricing accepts 
the supposition that the items issued are the oldest items 
in stock. To get the cost of the issue, it is necessary 
only to determine the cost of the oldest supply in stock. 
The actual cost of this stock is the price by the first-in, 
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first-out method. 
If the supposition were, in fact, true, the system 
would be identical to the identified cost method. This 
method, however, rer1uires less immediately accessible records 
as the records need only be kept in terms of quantities pur-
chased at specific prices. If there are frequent purchases 
at varying prices, this method may require considerable record 
• > 
keeping, as records must be available for the total amount in 
stock at tne time of issue. 
Last-In, First-Out 
In the last-in, first-out method of inventory 
pricing, the material issued takes the price of the last 
units received. This leaves the cost of the oldest items 
in the account balance, and charges out the most recent 
costs available. 
If this pricing method is used in a perpetual in-
ventory, the balance that results may be a mixture of objects 
with different costs, all left in the accounts to be refer-
enced before issues can be priced. This could conceivE.bly 
require considerable record maintenance a.nd duplication of 
old records. 
Highest Cost First 
The highest cost first method prices issues as the 
highest cost items in the particular stores' account at the 
time of issue. This method requires the same records as do 
the first-in, first-out and last-in, first-out methods, but 
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it necessitates a greater selectivity wnen maJdnc calculations. 
it is necessary to select from the hic,hcst cost purchases in 
invE:ntory, ra t,'ler 'Ghu.n i'rom ·the olo.es t of 'Gae ,,,os t "·ec ent, 
which would ·oe the easiest points oi' at-cack i'or a listing. 
neplaceluent 0ost at 1'illle oi' Sale - iliarKet rrice at 'l'illle 
oi' Sale 
ln the replacement cost t'Y]_:)e detnoa ol' inventory 
pricing, the material account is cnarged wi'd'l issues at 
replacement cost or present marke·;; p1:ice. '.L'nis ;J.e cnod 
implies some reao.ily ascertainable J.'eplace:u!ent or market cost. 
'£he >lleCi1anics oi' tais method require on.Ly beginning 
oalances in both quantity and amount, a Iilarket pl··ice, and 
the issue quantity. 
Base Stock 
the base stocK >aethod is lJlO!'e a syste.:>L or· inven·cory 
valuation than a lJlethocl of ploicin;; a. pel'petual inventory, 
however, there are ce:c·tain consider·c:vcions wnich wiil affect 
the perpetual inven·t;ory. 
ln the general uetnod, a "base stock" is u.etormined 
and is consJ.dered as a per',Ilanent invest,11ent. ".L'he 02.se stock 
is usually valued at a low price wnich is not changea over 
tilile. !Jurrent purcl1ccses ecre cnarged into tne accounts at 
current costs, and issues al'e usually pr•iced. o~ one oi' t:O.e 
pricing methods previously discussed. lt is only when issues 
exceed purchases in stock chat the base steele affects trans-
action pricing. At such times issues would be priced at 
base stock prices and receipts would be written down to 
base until the base stock quantity had been received. 
The operation of this method requires all of the criteria 
necessary for the "general 11 .pricing method used, and in ad-
dition, some indication or test to determine when the base 
stock level is reached. 
Standard Cost - Per Cent of Selling 
Price 
The standard cost method carries material in the 
accounts at a predetermined cost. Any amount over or under 
the "stanrlard cost" for a given purchase is charged into a 
"variance" account; all issues are priced at the standard. 
This method does not required the maintenance of 
detailed purchase or manufacturing cost records in order 
to perform the inventory pricing function. The computations 
require only the standard cost, the quantity balances, and 
a material variance account into which variances from 
standard are charged. 
The. per cent of selling price method follows es-
sentially the same procedure. In this method, items in in-
ventory are carried at a fixed per cent of proposed selling 
price. This fixed percentage of the selling price then op-
erates as a standard. All additions are entered at this 
price and any variance is placed in a variance account; all 
issues bear this same price. 
C. General Comments on Pricing Methods 
It is not unusual to find combinations of the 
methods which have been discussed. The two most frequent 
variations are to keep the perpetual inventory by one meth-
od while making up statements by another method, and using 
different methods for different classes of products. 
The most usual circumstance is to find a method 
used in the perpetual inventory accounts, different from 
the method used for end of year balance sheet, income 
statements, and income tax purposes. lt is not unusual 
to find standard costs in the accounts, while "last-in, 
first-out", "first-in, first-out", or "lower of cost or 
market" is used to compute the inventory value for state-
ment purposes. This paper will not concern itself with 
the year end statements and the method of valuation used 
for them, if this does not effect the perpetual inventory. 
The statement method will concern this thesis only to the 
extent that certain of the equipment to be discussed can be 
used to facilitate taking and costing the annual inventory. 
If this aspect is important in the picture of a company, 
it should be bourne in mind that certain records, other 
than those necessary for the perpetual inventory, may be 
required to compute the year end inventory. 
The situation is sometimes encountered, where 
different methods ar;e used to price the perpetual inventory 
of different classes of stock. The overall perpetual in-
ventory of dii'l'erent classes oi' stock. '.L'ho over aLe per-
petual inventory system must be capable oi' ctii'r'erentia ting 
between chese classes, ana must be capccol.e or 11.anul.ing 
the calculations required l'or bot:O. wet!1.ods (if one is less 
fr·equent anu can be a. one on a "specra.L" ·bees is, tnis is 
still a consideration in the overall per·petual inventol'Y 
proolem). 
A grasp ol' soille o1' the peculiari tie" o1· these 
inventory pricing illetiJ.ods just menGioned will prove 
valuable when evu.lua·Ging, r·or a spech·ic si·t;uai;ion, che 
systems to be mentioned in the chapters to follow. 'l'he 
charts accompanying tnis cnapter snoulu serve to ,J.ighlight 
the properties required of a system by var·ious of the 
popular pricing ~>J.ethoas. 
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CHART I 
TYPICAL INVENTORY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTED INVENTORY VALUATION METHODS 
PRICING NECESSARY RECORDS CALCULATIONS I 
M)i'lliOD ADDITIONS TO INVENTORY ISSUES FROM INVENTORY 
units I uni~~acc 1 t. units I unit I acc 1t. units I unit I acc 1t, ' 
cost bal. cost bal. cost bal. 
j 
I 
Identifiable item# 912 $ 1,000 Add item # 218 value ~1 1000 Issue item # 911 value jl2 1~0~ 
Cost item# 915 2,000 
I item~ 211 2,200 item # 912 $ 1,000 new balance: Balance $ 5,500 item# 915 2,000 item# 912 $1,000 
item# 917 2,500 item# 915 2,000 
I 
item~ 218 1,000 item ~ 218 1,000 $ 6,500 Balance $ 4,000 
i 
I 
Average 30 @ $ 0.30 $9.00 Add 10@ 26¢ Issue 12 
t;ost 
Bal. 30 $0.30 $9.00 BAl. 40 $ 0.29 $11.60 
Add 10 0.26 2.60 Issue 12 0.22 :2·!:.8 
Bal. 40 ----- $11.60 Bal. 28 $ 0.29 $ 8.12 
$11.60 .. 40 = .29 
Bal. 40 • $0.29 $11.60 
Vonth End Balance at beginning (normal additions 1nerely Next Month Issue 12 
Average of Mo. 30$0.30$9.00 listed on records for 
Mo.Add 10 0.26 2.60 month) Bal. 40 $ 0.29 $11.60 
Mo.End 40 ----=i11.60 Iss. 12 $ 0.29 '3.48 
Balance Bal. 28 $ 0.29 $ 8.12 
t; 
$11.60 £ 40 = .29 unit 
• cost 
---·-
CHART I 
TYPICAL INVENTORY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTED INVENTORY VALUATION METHODS (Uontinued) 
PRICING NECESSARY RECORDS -rar~rTTT 
'l'n ;:~ l<Rr'lll 
units I unit I acc•t. units unit acc't. units unit acc't. 
~ e+ h~l <"n«+. h~l .-nd. hol 
First-in, current FIFO records * Add 10 @ i 0 122 Issue 12 
first-out 10 $ 0.25 $ 2.50 
10 0.27 2.70 Bal. 30 $7.80 Bal* 40 $10.30 
10 0.26. 2.60 Add 10 l£0.22 2.20 Issue*(lO) $0.25 2.50 
Bal 30 i> 7.80 Bal. 40 $10.30 { 2~ o.2z (o.~l 
Bal. 28 $ 7. 
- *must retain units re~pt 
records equal to total *receipt records may be 
of units in inventory. deleted on these 12 
Last-in, current LIFO records Add 10 @ ~ 0.2,2 Issue 12 
first-out 10 $ 0.25 $ 2.50 
10 0.27 2.70 Bal. 30 $7.80 Bal. 40 $10.30 
10 0.26 2.60 Add 10 i 0.22 2.20 Issue (10) $0.25 ( 2.50) 
Bal. 30 $ 7.80 Bal. 40 $10.30 { 2~ 0.26 I o. ~22~ 
:Sal. 28 $ 7.28 
Updated LIFO records 
10 $ 0.25 $ 2.50 
10 0.27 2.70 
8 0.26 2.08 
Bal. 28 $ 7.28 
--- - - --- ----L- - ----------
~ 
·1'-
~.;HART I 
TYPICAL INVENTORY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTED INVENTORY VALUATION METHODS (Continued) 
PRICING NECESSARY RECORDS I'. AT 1"'11 
Tf 1!:8 FROlJ 
Units unit Acc't. units unit acc't units unit acc 11 
cost Bal. cost bal. cost bal. 
Highest 10 $0.25 $2.50 Add 10 @ i 0.2,2 Issue 12 
cost first 10 0.27 2.70 
10 0.26 2.60 Bal. 30 $7.80 Bal. 40 . $10.30 Bal. 30 $7.80 Add 10 i0,22 2.20 Issue ~1~~ $0.27 ~ 2~~g Bal. 40 $.0.30 0.26 o. 
Updated balance Bal. 28 :jji 7.08 
10 $0.25 $2.50 
8 0.26 2.08 
10 0.22 2.20 
28 $7.08 
Replacement Balance 30 
Cost 
$7.80 Add 10 <Y i 0.22 Issue 12, market price 25¢ 
Bal. 30 $7.80 Bal. 40 $10.30 
Add 10 l£0.2,2 2.20 Issue 12 i0.22 ~.00 
Bal. 40 lho.oo Bal. 28 $ 7.30 
I 
.,.. 
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t;HART I 
TYPICAL INVENTORY CALCULATIONS FOR SELECTED INVENTORY VALUATION METHODS (Continued) 
PRICING NECESSARY RECORDS r.H.rm ~HOD ADDITIONS TO l?I'IOM 
Ulllt:.B junit I acc't. units 1:~ acc't. units unit I ace 1 t. cost bal. h~l I ron,+. h" 1 
Standard Std. Cost i 0.22 ea. add 10 @ i0.26 or i 2.60 issue 12 
cost 
Bal. 30 $ 0.25 $?.50 Bal. 30 $ 0.25 $ ?.50 Bal. 40 $ 0.25 $10.00 
Addl:- 10 0.22 2.20 issue 12 0.22 2·00 
Bal. 40 $ 0.25 $10.00 Bal. 28 $ 0.25 $ ?.00 
*Material variance acc1t. 
Add 10 $ -0.01 $ Q:1Q 
f; 
CHART II 
CALCULATIONS AND ASSOCIATED REQUIRED RECORDS FOR SELECTED INVENTORY VALUATION METHODS 
!vALUATION 
WrHOD 
identifiable 
cost 
average 
cost 
month end 
average 
first-in, 
first-out 
last-in, 
first-out 
highest cost 
replacement 
cost 
base stock 
standard 
cost 
CALCULATIONS REQUIRED 
addition (possibl;;r multiplication) 
addition, subtraction, multiplication 
division 
addition, subtraction, multiplication 
division 
addition, subtraction, multiplication 
addition, subtraction, multiplication 
addition, subtraction, multiplication 
addition, subtraction, multiplication 
function necessary for general 
valuation method, plus check to 
determine whether base stock is 
involved 
addition, subtraction, multiplication 
RECORDS REQUIRED 
individual records for each object 
in inventory 
balances of material and cost 
month's beginning balances, all 
purchases during month (issue 
record for month) 
records of all purchases of mate:l'ial 
currently in stock (by FIFO) 
records of all purchases ~~ material 
currently in stock (by 1IFO) 
records of all purchases of material 
currently in stock 
balances of material and cost, current 
· market prices 
records for general method used, 
records for base stock 
quantity balances, standard costs, 
access to variance accounts 
.p-
--l 
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V. J.IA; TU AL S YS TEI<iS 
A, Systems Involving Visible File Records 
\'!hat will be discussed under the heading of 
11manual systems" might better be characterized as "manual 
procedures," The so-called "systems" which fall in the 
manual category are, in general, ones >vhich entail 
sim"'lification or improvement of segments of .vha"G is a 
basic overall system. It would be possible to c0:-1bine 
several of the manual procedures to be discussed into 
one overall system, or individual procedures could be 
utilized separately. 
Some sort of record must be at the heart of 
every perpetual inventory system, It must contain both 
quantity and cost data, and \·Thatever additional data is 
necessary to fulfill the requirements of the firm and of 
the inventory pricing method involved. In discussing 
manual systems, it ·.rould seem reasonable to begin vlith 
a description of a form of this central record, then to 
proceed >vith various procedures for improving the neripheral 
operations whose function it is to alter or draw infor-
mation from this central record, 
The visible file tyne of record.is merely a 
sonhisticatior: of the simplest type of file uhich could 
be kept, i.e. a card in a file drawer or a notebook page 
devoted to a history of each item carried in stock, h 
short discussion of this t·.Te system >vill also supply a 
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general description of the other simpler hand records. 
'l'he information conveyed by the peroetual inventory card 
would be the same, the only differences W01.1.ld be in ease 
of access and the advantages of "visible" inventory control 
procedures. 
,\ t,·pical sequence out of a visit;le f'ile is 
illustrated in Figure III. The central record in this type 
of procedure is the information on the card or cards 
occupying the pocket labelled for the proper part or 
part number. A number of sequences like the one illustrated 
can be built into a rack or other device for convenient 
filing and access. 
The chief advantaq,e of' the visible file over the 
normal file, vdth regard to the maintenance of the 
perpetual inventory, is that of easier, more ranid filing; 
the part name or number is immediately visible, rather 
than being buried in an alphabetized, but visibly hOIIIo-
geneous, mass. A ponular advantage is its use 2.s a part 
of an inventory control plan. A colored indicator may 
be used in the visible part of the 1)0Cket to indicate 
stock status. Reports and orders can then be dra•m off' 
selected items by inventory status, Hithout the necessity 
of examining every card in the f'ile. 
Figure IV shows one possible set of' cards 
which mir;ht be found in the pocket of' a visible file. 
There are many configurations of data ;-rhich might be 
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found in such a file; this is only one possibility. The 
data required in the uocket (or on the card) will be 
detenained by the pricing system involved (if this is an 
accounting type perpetual inventory), and various company 
requirementw. Although cost balances are not maintained, 
this particular set of forms 'I'IOuld suffice i'or the use 
of the first-in, first-out or the standard cost pricing 
methodi. 
\Jhen a purchase is made, the quantity, purchase 
price, and unit cost are entered on the nurchase record. 
If standard oost is used, an entry must be made to nlace 
the amount more or less then standard cost in the annro-
piate variance account. (The i tern for st2.ndard cos:~ on 
the form is in parentheses due to the fact that it "\'muld 
be on the form only ',·hen the standard cost method of 
inventory pricing v;as the method in use.) There might 
\'Tell be another column on the nurchase card to note the 
cost variance in the P''rpetual inventory records. 
In this particular set of records, only the 
quantity of the purchase is recorded on the te.ble called 
"Perpetual Inventory." Issues are also noted on this 
record 11ith respect to quantity onl-,". If issues are to 
be priced at standard cost, there is merely a multi-
plication to be made to arrive at the cost of issues to 
be posted on the requisition or sales order~" A first-
in, first-out method of pricing 'l'muld req<.cire one to 
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determine the inventory quantity, and then to ascertain 
from the Furchasw Record v1hat the apnropriate cost i•iOuld be. 
In either case, the entry to relieve the control account 
for inventories would be made from a sum1nary of completed 
issue or sales requisitions. A better perpetual inventory 
card ;-rould ·require another column for cost balances, but 
this in turn requires more i'l'ork for proper file maintenance. 
The card for monthly consunption is merely a 
summary by months of the issues recorded on the perpetual 
inventory card. Its purpose is to aid in controlling 
inventories by showing the variations in monthly consumntion 
of the item involved. 
The informatj.on shown on the cards in the 
pocket described i'lould b e typical of that to be found 
on any manual inventory records. The general operation 
of a system using a perpetual inventory card is sho-vm in 
Figure V I'Thich reflects most of the operations that have 
discussed for the particular card which 'tTaS illustrated. 
Additions are hand posted to the perDetual 
inventory card from originating documents, usually 
receiving material. These originating documents may 
then go to a nurchase listing or be used as the source 
document to debit the control account for inventories. In 
the case of standard cost, this listing may be modified 
to include the information reauired to adjust the va~iance 
account. This document is then filed. 
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Issues are posted to the perpetual inventory 
from the sales memorandum or requisition, the cost of the 
issue is computed on the card, this cost is posted to t:.~e 
issue document, and the ouantity and cost of the issue 
are subtracted from the old balances to achieve the new 
balances, The completed issue document may be the 
source document for an issue listing or for a credit to the 
control account for inventory, If a minimum quantity vlas 
noted on the perpetual inventory card, and the quantity 
of the issue reduced the inventory belm-r t:1is soecified 
quantity, the issue document may receive special notation 
or handlinr; uhich will cause an order to be placed fo'-' 
the required goods. This issue document must then be 
filed. (It will be discovered that, in every system to 
be studied, the originating documents for each trans-
action must be filed; this operation will not necessarily 
receive mention in all subsequent cases. Ti1ese documents 
must be maintained to conform i1ith legal renuirements 
and for references in case of suit, not generally as a 
necessary adjunct to a perpetual inventory system, Long-
time record maintenance is a major problem in itself, and 
will not be discussed in this paDer.) 
Reports must be hand-listed from the records. 
A report requirement, either periodic or specific, is 
made; it is then necessary to refer to the individual 
cards for the desired data. The visible file equipment 
previously described allows visible coding of the pockets 
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which contain information for SPecific re~wrts. 'l'his 
permits more rapid prenaration of routine reports. 
It can be seen that is relatively e'sy, by 
the visible file method or other such manually posted 
card methods, to keep the balances required f'or the 
inventory control tyDe of perpetual inventory. All that 
would be involved ,,rould be addition and subtraction. This 
type or system is vlidely used for the inventory control 
type of perpetual inventory; there is more difficulty 
in using this type of central record for the accounting 
tyne perpetual inventory. The major difficulties are 
caused by the computations involved. 
As shown in the description of the illustration 
this type of system is feasible for ·>;he first-in, first-
out or standard cost methods of inventory pricing. 
These pricing methods seldom require involved cor.mutations 
and are therefore feasible for simnle hand systems. 
Slight modifications in the forms will allo\'r 
satisfactory use of the identifiable cost and replacement 
cost methods of pricing. The identifiable cost method 
merely requires that the perpetual inventory card contain 
columns vrhich identify the individual item in inven'cory 
and give its actual cost. The replacement cost method 
reouires current entries on the card for "replacement 
cost~' or easy access to replacement cost figures. (These 
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would probably be noted, from some file, on the issue document 
previous to its arri w•.l at the Perpetual inventory files.) 
The averaging, highest cost first, or last-in, first-
out methods of pricing issues ':JO'"ld be feasible using 
such a system, but the cost and the inherent difficult'r 
of the computations and records keeping irvolve( make this 
tyDe of system impractical in many situations. In the case 
of the averaging methods, there is a division required 
after every acquisition. I'Jhile this is not difficult 
in a manual system, it is time constUning <:,nd is cuite 
conducive to possible error or guess '1-mrk on the part 
of employees. All of the records are available for the 
last-in, first-out or highest cost first methods, but each 
issue could require a re-listing after every issue of 
all stock of an item currently in inventory, along ·.·ith 
the related costs. This vrot•ld be necessitated lr· pe.rtial 
issues from stock purchased at one cost and the need to 
reflect the remaining stock for that cost and purchase date. 
The perpetual inventory card in one of its many 
forms is probably the most vtidely used item in current 
perpetual inventory systems. ,,lanual s:rstems invol vinr; such 
hand posted central inventory records are generally inven-
tory control systems, but such a manually posted central 
record may be adapted to fit almost any purposes. Such a 
manual card system vrorks best 1-rith standard cost or first-
in, first-out methods of inventory pricing, but may be 
altered to fit others. 
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The chief advantage of the visible-file card 
over other card perpetual invento~J records is the ease 
of access afforded by the visible name plate, It i'/Olcld 
be advc-cntageous in situations where cards are often 
nosted and consulted, i.e. in those situations \·;here 
the time saved by better random access would pay the 
added eauir•rnent cost, 
B. lo.ianual1 y Sorted Punched Card Procedures 
The Hanual Sorting Operation 
The card was the necessary center of the manual 
perpetual inventory system. Maintenance of this card 
is the necessary central function, Since the card itself 
has been discussed., it is now possible to discuss t>e 
peripheral functions relating~.ta the r<Jaintenance of this 
card. There are certain entries 'I'Ihich must be made; they 
cannot be avoided on even the most efficient card. 1'here 
may l}e considerable savings available in the operations 
'l'rhich prepare the data for processing, enter it on the 
perpetual inventory card,. and produce the renorts. 
One of the most inefficient anc time consmning 
of the perinheral operations is manual sorting. For this 
reason, it is one of the operations that is often at~.;acked 
from the point of view of improvement, One of t.he more 
efficient manual methods of sorting is the manually sorted 
punched card, called the Keysort of E-Z Sort Card by 
various manufacturers. 
The manual sorting operation is illustrated in 
FigureVI. The basic data carrying medium is the card i'lith 
holew around the edges. On this card the desired data is 
entered. 1\round the c"rd, at specified locations, holes 
are cut out into slots; the locations are slotted in such 
a manner as to code certain information rela1;i ve to the 
d<-c ta on the c2.rds. 
If a number of cards are batched into a deck, 
a nick-like instrument can be placed into the 1·lhole deck 
through the small hole denoting a certain coding; the 
cards carrying "chis coding, being unsupported, vrill 
fall out. This is illustrated in Figure VI. Throu."'h 
the use of V'rious simple procedures, it is possible to 
sort the cards into a secuence or to isolate Sl'ecific 
cards by use of this coding. 
There are four broad general plans for incor-
Porating this type of sorting into a. perpetual inventory 
system. Three of these,which roughly parallel each 
other in most operations and utilize the card to perform 
peripheral operations, are illustrated in Figure VIII. 
The fourth method, i'lhich utilizes the punched Cccrd C>.s the 
nernetual invent. or;,- card, is illustrAted in Figure IX. 
Typical cards for this operation are shown in Figure VII. 
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Inver:tory Card Lethod 
The first method is most ~'enerally applicable 
to high cost inventories. ln this method, a pre-rmnched 
cs.rd, containincc~ much the same ini'ormat~on cc0 che illustrated 
Manual Inventory Card, is placed with every item in 
inventory. When the item is issued or sold, t.his card 
is forwarded to the perDetual inventory. If this is an 
issue to another class of inventory, a ne1r card mic:ht 
be required to r:o vlith the item and r.;ould conmlicao,ce the 
system. ~lhen the item is issued, it uiL' be necessary 
to punch the account number or order nunber into the card. 
A periodic accumulation of these cards is t:1en 
sorted, by sorting procedures, into part number seouence. 
It is then possible to approach the perpetual inventory 
files in a sequential order. 
·dhen the data has been posted to the perretual 
inven'cory, the calculations made, and any required da·~a 
posted back to the cards, the cards can be resorted into 
batches by accour_t nun1bers or order number to facilitate 
accountinr;: entries and to allo·,r for uore meaniJY•ful reuorts. 
Diagrams and exple.nations for the handlinr• 
of receipts in th· first and third methods could be 
drawn, but they would roughly resemble the procedures for 
disbursements. For this reason, detailed explanations 
have been omitted. 
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Since this method implies nothino; about the 
o0erations on the perpetual inventory records, it is 
e.pplicable to any pricing method, Since there is a card 
identified vrith each item in inventory, it is an excellent 
method for the identifiable cost me1~hod of inventory pricing, 
'l'he l".,anual Sort Card Requisition 
The major difference betueen the secor.d method 
and the first is that the reauisiti•Jn itself is \vritten 
on a number of cards much like the one illustrated; 
all of the information is \'lritten on "che card. There may 
be a lL;ht paper and a carbon above the card, thus yeilding 
both an original for the issuer and the c;:.r'oon to go forward. 
In the accounting department any necessary coding is nunched 
into the card. This may consist of the part nunber, the 
account or order number, and such other coded inform;·~ion 
as t:''e firm may desire. 
•\.fter the card is punched, it ent:crs into the 
periodic deck and folloHs the same course as described 
for the invenccory card. 
''h" th d 1 . 1' +h" , t +" l ~s me 0 a so J.mp ~es nov ~ng aoou vf\e 
pricing method; it cioes not have the a.dv2nta"e of inherently 
being associated with a specific iter;; in inventory, but 
an entry indicating such an association could adequately 
satisfy this requiremencc, 
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!_he 'IJ.l.b File He_th.Qd 
The basic tub file involves substcntially the 
same operations as do the other Inventory Card method and the 
l-ianual Sort Card Requisition. Once again, the major 
difference is in the method of origination of the card. 
In this case, the reauisition comes into the clerk \'rho 
maintains a tub file of inventory cards• These cards 
maintain the basic data shmm in :::ic;ure VII, and possibly 
more information. The file consists of a number of ce.rds, 
pre-punched as to part number and other constunt data, for 
each nart carried in stock. These cards are filed in part 
number order. 
\Then the clerk who maintains this file receives 
' 
a completed requisition, hepttlls one card of every part 
number on the requisition. He then posts the quantity and 
account number or order number to the card. The card is 
then punched to code any desired data such as account 
number, and it then passes through the same tyre of pro-
cedures that were outlined in the previous methods. 
This method, as described, also implies no 
particular inventory pricing method. Its major advantages 
are the simplification in sorting for accounting distribution 
and elimination of the necessity of punching the part 
number in the card at the time of requisition. 
If the standard cost method of pricing is involved, 
it would be possible to pre-print the cos:t; and selling prices 
on the card before placing it in the tub file; thus eliminating 
some of the posting from the perpetual inventory records. 
'l'he Tub File Perpetual Inventory 
The Tub File Perpetual Inventory is a rather 
different method from those.Dreviously illustrated, and is 
shovm in Figure IX. In this method, the actual perpetual 
inventory record is a pre-punched card, one card for eacn 
individual item in inventory. 
·;hen an iten is received, a punched card is 
urepared show:.ng r;mch the same data. as ·che Lanual sort 
tub file card in Fipure VII. This carcl. is pre-nunched 
as the part r•umber, and any other desired constant information 
such as stock classification and possil·ly cos·c; it is then 
filed ill part nu1nber order in che perpetual inventory 
tub file, 
''!hen a requisition is received, the cards are 
pulled for each item on the recuisition, and any c.dditional 
information such as 9rder number is punched into the cards. 
(In this case, a large number of cards from the same order 
could be punched in a group by what is knovm as a "gang 
punch,") 
The comc•leted cards are then sorted into 
anpropiate order to s::.nplify listinr for account adjustments, 
ect. 
This method is particularly anplic~:ble in the 
case of the identifiable cost method of inventory pricing, 
as there is a card for each individual item; there is 
therefore an allowance for different costs on different 
items of the same part number. icajor difficulties i'JOuld 
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be encoun"cerec_! in apnlying this method to any other 
inventory nricing method except standard cost, clue to 
the problems encountered in changing the nrices on several 
cards to reflect a neu avera"e, or sortinr; throv_p:h ~:_ ntunber 
of cards to determine t.he oldest or the most e;:r:ensi ve. 
This is the only punched card method 'l'lhich 
t<:.mpers with the central record. The other three general 
methods are concerned vri th simplifyin · t;he surround in,: 
operations. :,;conomically, the method becoues more useful 
.. rhen the operation uhich it simplifies becones more costly, 
:;ach fits best in the situation l'lhere the o··era.tion it 
si::mlifies is correspondingly more of a nroblem. 
r.;. Apnlic_a_~ions___s>_f D~icating Jvlachinery 
In any discussion of manual methods for main-
tainin,c; 2. pernetual inventory, mentiGn should :Je made 
of the economies uhich cal' he effected by c~he judicious 
use of du:olic~1tin:~ machinery c.nd methods. T:very tine 
an item must be coni eel from one form to ano::.her, there 
is both a 1·1as-te of ti1:1e and a poss:'.ble ch~r-ce f.'-Jr error. 
This section v'iill discuss dunlication icl ·:eneral, and the 
next section will discuss a particular configuration of 
eouinment l'lhich allO'I'lS sev7•ral oper2.tions to be nerformed 
at the same time, 
In designing a system, every time that one comes 
to a situation where a doctunent must be produced, it is 
well to consider ;1hether additional documents or nortions 
of additional doctunent can be created in the course of 
creating this doctunent; these additional documents to 
be required at some later date. There is no sense in 
recording more than once, the same part nuraber, description, 
and price; when the first entry could have been duplicated 
to produce the required documents, eliminating com1ider2.ble 
work and a large chance for error. 
A typical application of du:plica·sin,?; procedures 
to the pernetual inventory operation is illustrated in 
Figure X. The purchasing agent or the conrtol dercccrtr::ent 
orif';inates a nurchase order for certain i teras, but this 
order is originated in such a manner as to create several 
copies (carbons, dittos, mimeographs, ect.). At least 
two copies go forv1ard to the vendor, if this is a purchase; 
or to the shop,. if this is a manufacture; at least tv10 
conies go to the receiving or inspection devrtme:1t; and 
other copies are filed for the originators records. If 
this is a purchase, vrhen the goods are recei vecl, the 
receiving department notes the quantities received on 
both of their cooies and they forward one ·co the perpetual 
inventory with the recuired cost and ouantity information 
added to it. By this method, it is necessary to refer only 
one doctunent to the perpetual inventory, and this one 
docwnent can be in the form most suitable for postin,r. 
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There is also much less chancE' for error on the document, 
as it is an exact duplicate of the orip;inal, with additional 
information apnended to it. 
-.!hen a number of c<ocrds G.re being made for the 
same nart number, as in some of the punched card procedures, 
there is no reason to make several cards; it is possible 
to make one master, and to du,•licate it the romlirecl 
number of times. 
Even in the more com~licated systems to be 
discussed later, one must be alert for situc'.tions '\'There 
\'lork could be simplified merelJ by duplicaocin:; procedures. 
Feg Poard Procedures 
The peg board or "Collatin§: '3oard" is a device 
to facilitate the posting of the same information 
simultaneously on several different docu~ents. 
The ueg 1.Joard, in most of its var~_ous forms, 
consists of a board, much like a drav1ing board, '.iith a 
set of :oec;s sticl:inv up on one or more sides. 'Jpecial 
forms are designed in such a manner ,-,hat, Hhen different 
perforated forms which receive the same information are 
placed on the pegs in a specified way, they are Pre:oositioned 
so that, entering the data on the top form, enters it in 
the proper T>OSi tL-n on all forms, 
This is a very general acco-unting method, but 
a specific apnlicati.on to perpetual inventory maintenance 
is illustrated in Fi?;ure .;I, This particular case is that 
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of an issue from inventory, either a sale or an issue to 
manufacturing. Both the requisition form and the perpetual 
inventory card have perforations to fit the pegs of the 
peg board. 'ilhen the requisition arrives at the perpetual 
inventory, the appropriate perpetual inventory card is 
pulled from the file and placed in a specified position on 
the neg board. The reauisition is positioned on the pegs, 
on top of the perpetual inventory card, in such a position 
that the date, quantity, unit cost, and total cost columns 
fall directly above those of the pernetual inventory 
card, and in the next rm1 to be posted. A carbon is 
inserted under the requisition, and the information is 
recorded on both forms simultaneously. This eliminates 
one major posting operation. 'fnis is not much, but, if 
the operation is done many times a day, it may be vTOrth 
'l"l'hile. 
Combinations of ~~nual Methods 
Each of the methods discussed vlas useful in 
simplifying one aspect of the perpetual inventory problem. 
None of them is a system in itself. It is even possible 
that applications of all of these methods could be com-
bined in one comprehensi vc perpetu&.l inventory system. 
In working 'l"l'ith manual systems and simplificCJtion 
procedures, it is impol'':,e>nt to Eo·:~e :;;'2'c the procedure 
being simplified is the procedure that is si~1ificant in 
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the O'Deration involved. Individual cards are useful when 
the identifiable cost of each item must be maintained, but 
in other situations they may be much too costly and involved 
for their 1·mrth. A sorting system is only useful when 
there is a significant amount of material to be sorted. 
Each manual system uill differ greatly for these reasons, 
they must each be tailor made for the specific situ&tion. 
There are no complete general manual systems. 
Care must be taken, in evaluating a manual system 
for a specific application, to consider the pricing method 
involved. S orne of the more cor.mlicated nricing EJethods 
are extremely involved and costly <Then certain of the 
manual procedures are used. 
r::any manual systems do simplify, and can save 
money. They are certainly worth investigation, before 
a company which is presently maintaining a simple manual 
system g;oes overboard on a more conplicated and costly 
system. 
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VI, ACCOUNTEG 1-I:cCHH!c: J:IETHODS 
The accounting machLie approach to the !Jerpetu.al 
inventory problem generally retains the same ty;:e of 
central perpetual inventory that has previot,_sly been 
discussed. The conventional acco;mting machine, as produced 
by most manufacturers, is capable of the rre-positioning 
functions noted for the peg board, plus various changeable 
automatic calculations. It generally possesses a typewriter 
keyboard, and the c<:cpability of accumulating tot2.l "tapes" 
in various colwnns. 
The calculation capabilities of the accounting 
machine make feasH-le its use viith a munber of the inventory 
pricing methods generally reg2rded as too com·,licated for 
the simple hand systems. 
The accounting machine, in its general form, 
consists of a type\'friter type device and a calculating 
mechanism. A common variation on the ty·~ewri ter keyboc>.rd 
is to have the numerical portion in the f'on: of the 
conventional "ten keyn adding machine, 
As in the typel'iTriter, the document to be operated 
upon is placed on a carriage, as in Fisure XII. The tyne-
\·Triter act:i.on provides the capability of makin:-" several 
carbons on various types of forms. It is nossible to mount 
guides, supplied vdth the machine, to pre-• osi.tion the 
forms to be operated upon. The coLJbination of all threse 
• 
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capabilities permits the accounting machine to be vsed to 
achieve nrecisely the same results as does the peg board, 
In the usual accountlng machine uerpetual inYentory 
system, a single stock ledger card (or per,.etual invcmtory 
card) is maintained for each item in inventory, Ec.ch postinp; 
to a specific card (record and computations of the change 
of status) takes up one line, filling in the a:rmropriate 
columns on that line. 
The calculation capability is the one that makes 
the accounting machine important for the pernetual inventory. 
The normal machine possesses tVTo ,o:eneral calculation 
possibilities: accwnulation of the total of the entries 
posted in a column over a period, and operation by one 
column on another, 
It is possible to achieve the total value of issues 
for a period by accumulating the total of all entries in the 
value column for issues for a number of perpetual inventory 
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cards. It is also possible to run a "tane" carbon copy 
behind this column as a proof of this total. This ca:-: 
eliminate the accumulation of issue values and reccj.1t 
values necessary for accounting entries :md usually accom-
plished by comptometer or addinz. machine addition of the 
values on each docwnent. As an alternative, such a tane can 
f ~ · · 1 · "'' t ~r ~t operate 2S a proo Oi tn~s accumu a"c~on. Hle ape,   
includes a reference to a purchase order or reouisition, 
nrovides an easy reference if auestions arise at a later date. 
Automatic oc)eration by one coluiT~.n on another 
column allows, automatically, for avera?;in? procedures, 
computation of variance, or computations for inventory 
adjustments. It is usually possible to arid t~, subtract 
from, multiply by, or divide by a figure punched L:to the 
machine, another figure punched into the machi:-ce. Any 
of the figures, or just the result may be printed in 
pre-determined positions o~ the cards. Directions for all 
these operations are set into the mac~1ine either by manip-
ulating a control panel or by i~serting plugs into sone sort 
of a plug board arrangement. In general, these directions 
must be reset for each type of posting. 
A combination of thses onerations into a "osting 
method for an average cost per-etual inventory is s''olm 
on Figures XII and XIII. Figure :un shm1s the perpetual 
inventory carcl, and the entries and calculations to be 
made; Figure XII illustrates this particular configuration 
of forms, positioned in the accounting mac:-dne carriage. 
Usually the date may be set into the machbe daily in such 
a -:my that it \Jill print the da.te 1·1he1: a "date" key is 
punched, 
In the case of an issue, the reauisi tion 110uld 
be inserted in front of the stock record, with a carbon in 
between; there 1-lould be a tape behind the stock record to 
record the acc:;mulation of the total issues for a number of 
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such trEcnsactions. It would probably record both the issue 
value and the reference. The operator must enter the issue 
quantity (from the reouisition) and the unit cost (fror:1 t!w 
per·.,et.ual inve;-ctory c;o_~'d), •rhich are printed; the machine 
v1ill then compute and print the issue value. The 01)er2tor 
then enters the reference (from the reouisition, nrobably 
the renuisi tion number) l'lhich also prints. The operator 
then enters the previous ouanti.ty and v .lue b<'tlances; the 
machine automatically subtracts the issue ouantity and 
vc:.J.ue, and prints the ne.-1 balances. The unit cost me.y 
also be computed <c:nd printed as a proof - the average 
unit cost must be th same as the previous averar;e, since 
there has been no addition to inventory. The posting is 
then complete, the requisition may be i'iled, and the 
perpetual inventory card returned to its file; the machine 
has accumulated one more account for the entry to the 
controlling account for inventor". 
The receipt entries constitute an ent:\.rely 
differnet run. In this case, the recEliving docuinent 
is placed in front of the pernetual inventoloy care, >nth 
a tape under the card in the sa,me nosi'cion as that:. used 
for the issue case. The operator then enters the c;ue.ntity, 
unit cost, anc' possibly the total cost of the receiots, 
If the total cost is not entered manually, it may be 
comruted and printed automaticall .. ·• The operator then 
enters the referenc-e and the old balances; the macl1ine 
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automatically com· utes the new balances and ·<~he new 
average unit cost. The posting is then complete, and the 
receipts can be filed. Once a~ain, the tape has acc~~­
ulated the amount for the controlling account adjustment. 
This is ohly one exan;:cle of a proceci.ure for 
the use of an accountinp; machine for the maintenance of 
a perpetual inventory card. There are numerous other 
possibilities, but this should serve to illustrate a 
typical use for this type of equipment. The automatic 
addition-subtraction capability mates it useful i:.1 
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inventory adjustments >·rhen the inven :ory is carried at 
market or some such changeable price. The pricing 
methods 'I'Thich require keeping track of the actual items 
involved, or a series of specific costs, Hould pose a 
more complicated problem, but it is possible to design 
such simple procedures ±'or these methods. There would 
be a good possibility that either a manual systelli or 
a more comnlex system would better suit these methods, 
as the accounting machine has such a limited memory 
and reouires manual punching of all of the data for 
each en:try. 
Of the relatively simple methods, the accounting 
machine is probably the most versatile. It does auay with 
the difficultiew and error possibilities inherent in most 
of the more complicated inventory pricing methods, yet it 
contains features which are of use 1dth even the simplest 
pricing method. 
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Various machines have slightly different 
capabilities. l'1achines are available uith almost c:ny 
number of total columns and various automatic featm"es. 
Different machines have differing degrees of flexibility 
and complexity in the control panel. The more that is 
automatic about a machine, the higher, in genera.l, the cost; 
and cost is an important consideration. The added cost of 
the features must be weighed against their additional value 
to the firm, but this will be discussed in greater detail 
in a later chapter. 
An accounting machine, unlike the manual 
equipment previously mentioned, is a major investment for 
many small organizations. In many firms, the cost of an 
accounting machine cannot be justified >'l'holly on the basis 
of its application to the perpetual inventory; it is 
necessary to consider other applications for the eouipmcnt. 
In ma;ny cases, the particular configuration of equipment 
required by the company Hill depend upon more than the 
requirements of the per?etual inventory. there 
are many large firms uhich use at least sooe of their 
machines exclusively for inventory problems; here, consid-
. eratly less flexibility mieht be re<'c,_ired of the m2.c'1ine. 
For mapy accounting mc'.c:·dnes, certain peripheral 
equipment is available ~rhich will adapt the accounting 
machines for so-called "Integrated Data Processing." This 
aspect will be discussed in a separate chapter on compatible 
equipment. 
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The accounting machine is a very general and 
adaptable piece of equipment and is, in many cases, 
an excellent vehicle on which to maintain a perpetual 
inventory. It can eliminate several posting operations, 
and it allows automatic computation of repetitive functions. 
Many large firms have found it difficult, indeed, to 
justify any other type of systems as being more economical 
or simpler. Systems desi,gned around accounting machines have 
been successful, in a large part, because of the inherent 
simplicity of operation, and the easy access, through 
large, intelligible file cards, to all the information in 
the system. 
VII. PUNCHED CARD SYSTEMS 
A. Punched Card Equipment 
Before discussing systems which utilize 
punched cards and punched card equipment, it will be nec-
essary to sketch , very briefly, the card and the equip-
ment to be subjected to· such applications. In discussing 
punched card equipment, it would be well to remember that 
such equipment is relatively' fast and costly. Several appli-
cations may be required to make the acquisition of such 
equipment feasible, and the requirements of these other ap-
plications may tend to limit or specify the equipment avail-
able to perform the perpetual inventory function. 
There are only a limited·number of manufacturers 
of punched card equipment, so it will be possible to con-
trast slightly the products of the various manufa~turers. 
The punched card, itself, is a card which is made of heavy 
stock, into which holes may be puncted to code certain in-
formation. The major difference bet'l-reen this type of punch-
ed ca.rd and the me.nually sorted card is that the coding is 
read and operated upon by electrical or mechanical equipment. 
The card, as in the Keysort systems, is the bo.sic data carry-
ing medilln. 
There are three organizations 1-1hi ch manufacture 
general punched card equipment; the products of each firm 
are slightly different, but in all cases, the cards can be 
sorted and operated upon automatically. The cards util-
ized by these !IWUUfacturers are illustrated in Figure XIV. 
The most popular and widely used is the eignty column 
International Business Machine (IBM) card, which has rec-
tangular punched holes as in the illustration. The 
Remington Rand card has circular holes and contains nine-
ty columns of data. The Underwood-Samas punched card is 
much smaller than the other two, and contains either 
twenty-one or forty columns of data, punched into the card 
utilizing round holes. Since all data, as it is punched 
into the cards, is in coded form, it is possible to con-
struct a machine to tr?Jlslate from one card to another; 
such machines are readily available. 
A punched card installation may be rather expen-
sive, and the choice of manufacturer may be a critical dec-
ision. Some mention will be made of advantages of one or 
the other type of equipment in specific ap.Qlications, but a 
relative cost and value computation for the availatle 
equipment is always the best method of determining the equip-
ment •1hich is best for the job. The equipment produced by 
all three manufacturers is very much alike in function; to 
determine which system is best in a specific situation will 
require an examination of the functions critical to the op-
eration and a comparison of the ability a.nd the cost of each 
configuration which will perform this operation. 
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In the general category of nunched ce.rds, there 
is a subdivision knovm generally as the "carment tap:". This 
is a much smaller, multi-part tag 1vhich is often incor-
porated into retail perpetual inventories. The tag contains 
coded information, the same information in each pe.rt. There 
is a machine uhich '\'Till re<:cd this information and punch a 
larger card containing this information. There can be no 
operations on the care.; it is possible o:cly to punch infor-
mation into the card, and to read information from the card. 
This garment tag tyoe of punched card is generally used for 
th~ "inventory card" t:;ne of operation. Identifying data 
and possibly cost data are Dunched into the tardusually in 
duplicate-two identical ta~s, divided l>y perforations). A 
set of cards is attached to each item in inventory. ·.1hen 
an issue is made, one cony is pulled, and this is the orig-
inating document 1vhich enters the perpetual inventory system. 
The data is converted to whatever code is used in per-
petual inventory system, and follows one of the general 
procedures. 
There is a large body of punched card ec;uipment 
"'hich is produced by the various manufacturers. Each piece 
of equipment is designed to oerform one or more ba.sic func-
tions. Before an attempt is made to combine these functions 
into a workable system, it \'Till be helDful to understand 
each function. Each of the major manui·acturers produces 
machines which are designed to nerform the functioi1s to be 
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discussed, or a combination of these functions. 
The first function is a basic one, that of 
getting the data L-:to the card in the i'irst Dlace. This is 
the general card punching operatioc. This may be accomp-
lished by the .manual keYpunch or by the _:r:_~oducin;o: nunch. 
The manual keypunch is probably the most general method. 
The operator has a device, some11hat like a tynevrri ter; vlhen 
he presses the keys, the machine punches the indicated 
holes. These keyuunches come as nurely manual or almost 
automatic, but t,he net result of operation is the same. The 
reproduciw': punch takes information from one card and 
reproduces all or part of it in another c;:uod, This machine 
may also have the capability to read ·Specially coded nencil 
marks (mark-~nsiJ!g) and reproducing the d2ta contained in 
them as punched holes. The interoreter is a device uhich 
takes the punched coded information and prints it on the 
card in Arabic numerals and English characters, t:us enabling 
the reader to determine the data content of the co.rd 1rli thout 
decoding; the holes for himself. ~'his interpretation function 
may or may not he an automatic part of the keynunch opera-
tion, and specific macbines are <:Jvail;;ble to rcerform this 
function. The verifier is merely a device to deterr:1ine 
that the infornation punched is that uhich is desired. For 
the case of manual punching, it ma.y l::e another device, 
similar to the keypunch into >'lhicb the punched card is in-
serted. The desired data is depressed on 'the keyboard, and 
if there is an error, the machine indicates it. For the 
reproducing punch, verification probc'bly takes the fo:rm of 
checking circuits 11lc.ich are built into it. 
The next function, and by far one of the most 
importo.nt, is that of sorting. One of the major ad van-
tages of the punched card is that it can be rapidly sorted 
by simple automatic machinery. The card can be s-~·rted on 
any character or combination of characters pur:ched into 
the card. The sorting operation is basic to almost any 
procedure, 
The collator is a device v1hich •lill interleave 
one set of cards into another according to some predeter-
mined and preset criteria. 
The tabulator or accounting machine is a device 
which v1ill print the data \"Thich is punched in the cards in 
listing form, and v;hich Hill accumulate and print certain 
totals as it lists. A t~ummary punch is a device vr}•i ch v1ill 
accumulate sums from a number of cards up to a predetermined 
point, and \·rhich \~ill then punch a card ilhich suJ11'lW_rizes the 
data in the cards 'which have preceded it. 
The calculator may vary from a simple calcu-
lating punch which makes one predeterr.1ined calculation over 
and over, to a small digital computer, The net result, as 
far as this chapter is concerned, is a multiplication or a 
division, 
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The above functions may be co:nbincd into many 
types of pernetual i:wentory systems. In the next two 
sections, the two general tyDes of systens 1,rill be discussed. 
They constitute tuo entirely different approaches t~o the 
problem. Considerable modificatLn of the nrocedures is 
cor:rrnon, both because of basic dif::"erences in peruetual 
inventory requirements, and due to the necessity of cor-
relating pernetual inventory procedures v1ith other Dunched 
card procedures and reauirements of the firm. 
B. The Tub File I·Iethod 
Probably the siRdest nunched c.~.rd method is the 
tub file method. It is not necessarily t,he best. 
At the center of this method is a pernetual 
inventory tub file, similar to that found in the manual 
tub file method. This tub file contains one card for each 
item or economic quantity (i.e. dozen, if the item is sold 
OEl:' by t:Pe dozen, ect.). The description, pD.rt Y::i_'_:~ber, 
cost, possibly estc,.blished price, and any other constE1_;1t 
information are punched on the card, and interpreted across 
the top. The part nvmher may be interpreted across the end 
of the card so that the cards may be stacked on end to con-
serve space. This :~ub file is the perpetual inven"cory. 
The operati n of t,\;e perpetual inven'cory system is concerned 
ivith keeping this file current. A current inventory 
status report could be obtained merely by listing and 
surnmarizinR the cards contained in this file. 
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The posting of receipts to such an inventory is 
a very simple operc'cion, When an item is received, a c2.rd 
in the form of the perpetual inventory card is punched and 
interpreted for each item received. i/hen this card is filed 
in the proper place in part number ser.uence, the Dostinr 
is comple'ce. 
The posting of issues to this perpetual inven-
tory consists of removing the appropiate cards from the 
tub file, ~!hen a requisition is received by the personnel 
charged ~lith the maintenance of the file, they oull the 
pro1c>er number of cards for the indicated items, c.nd the 
actual perpetual inventory posting is com;:·leted. At this 
time further inform2tion such as account number, order 
number, date, ect. , may be keypunched or gang-:nunched 
into the cards. 
:;ince cards have been pulled for each reouisition, 
not in part number order, the cards rmst be sorted into 
part nU111ber order for a traEsaction listin,r;. This is 
narticularly inmortant if this p<:n·t nU111ber conveys some 
information with regard to stock classificat.i n or cater':ory. 
'l'he transact,ion listing itself is a simple tabulating 
machine operation. 
:,nother sort of the cards, this tine by account 
number or order number allows another listins by accounts, 
to SUlllmarize the proper accounting entries. 
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This is a very simple "system", but in many 
cases it is an excessively costly one, and,for some 
pricing methods, the filing procedures would be rather more 
involved. The system eliminates hand sorting and hand 
listing, but it retains the necessity for visual access to 
the file to "pull" the inventory card. A large and varied 
inventory could make such card pulling a time consuming and 
costly job. 
There is a card for each item in inventory, which 
is extremely useful if the inventory is composed of high 
cost items for which individual control must be maintained. 
For large tJ.Uanti ty, inexpensive i terns., such a file would 
be extremely costly, and probably uru1ecessary. 
This system will operate nicely for standard 
cost or identifiable cost procedures, but an averaging pro-
cedure would require a change of all cards. for an item with 
each purchase of that i tern. Last-in, first-out; first-in, 
first-out; or highest cost first would require constant 
reference to dates on the cards, or filing the cards in an 
exact specified sequence, either of which,when done by hand, 
is time consuming and highly conductive to error. 
The small Samas cards are particularly adaptable 
to this type of operation, since they are small, cheap, and 
take up little room. 
This type of system might adapt quite to meet the 
needs of a jewelny wholesaler or a shoe manufpcturer, but it 
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might prove impractical for a retailer of nuts and bolts. 
It is a simple, smooth functioning, system, but it possesses 
the limitations noted above. 
C. Au1;__~~'!_1;__ic Svstems 
The term "automatic" in the title of this 
section infers that all operations on the card are auto-
matic. All of the transportation betv1een machines, and all 
machine operation is done manually, ho<Jever, no vj.sual or 
manual v1ork or identification is done on the data o:1ce it 
has entered the system on a punched card. This type of 
system is often referred to as the "balance foruard" 
approach, since one card is maintained \vhich contains all 
current balances; a tr::msaction entry substitutes, by 
automatic procedures, a new balance card for .the old 
balance card. 
In this case, the perpetual inventory itself is 
a file of pci.nched cards. There is one or nore cards for 
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each part number; these cards contain the current c.uantity 
and cost balances, along \vith the constant data such as a 
description and a stock classification. A t:·pical example of 
this method is illustrated in Figure :CVI. The docunents 
detailing the transaction enter the system either as punched 
cards, or as documents to be keypunched. Once the docunent 
is in punched card form, there is no more manual operation 
upon the data. The transaction cards are sorted by stock 
number, and merged or "collated" with the corresponding 
part number cards in the current perpetual inventory files. 
A blank card (to become the new balance card) is then merged 
uith each perpetual ir.ventory card. The cards then proceed 
to the calculator, where the new balances are computed; <:nd 
along with the constant data, the new balances are punched 
into the blank card to form the ne'\·l bc:,lc.nce card. At the 
same time, the unit cost, total cost, and other transaction 
information are pcmched into the transaction card. A 
tabulating machine listinp- may be made here, to show the 
completed transactions. Ti•e cards may tcten be sorted to 
eliminate the old balance cards (which may be des<;royed), 
and to separate the new balance cards from the transaction 
cards. The transaction cards are then sorted by account 
number or other classification, and are listed and summa-
rized to produce information for accounting entries. The 
new balance card must be merged into the per?etual inven-
tory file to complete the cycle. 
There is another possible nrocedure that vlill 
produce an additional visible perpetual inventory card in 
the form of ·those generally used for manual systems, c:.nd 
sometimes referred to as a "cost history" card, This type 
of card, which contains a history of all transactions 1o'ith 
regard to the specific item, may be very useful for visual 
checking,and an interpretation and record of stock activity. 
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For this ce.se, the complete transaction listing (i.e. vJith 
old 2nd ne;'T balances, etc. ) is printed on special p:\Der. 
'J"his special uaper is then run through a machine called a 
facsimile poster, which, 'by a spirit duplica.ting process, 
vJill print the transaction on a perpetual ir-:ventory card 
wl1ich is pronerly positioned in the machine. ':L'his is an 
expensive departure from automatic procedures in terms of 
filing cost, but the added information is often ouite 
valuable to the firm that requires kn011ledge of past 
inventory activity. 
This procedure is a very e·Gneral one, and >fill 
uork satisfactorily for alJ. pricing methods except the 
identifiable cost method. It ~;ould, hm·mver, be possible 
to keep a cG.rd f.'"lr each item in inventory, e-nd match f('·r it 
~:i th every stL' ck of individual transaction cards. If the 
volume of cP,rds l:ere hi~h, t:~is proccc'J're \:ot·Jc be extremel}-
time consuming, and the slm'l'er tub file method v:ould 
proha.bly produce a better, r:ore econ-'Jn:l.c;c,l res1•lt. 
Any other of the major pricing methods seem to 
be readily adaptable to use in this tyrce of procedure, the 
more complicated pricing systems requiring more calculating 
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equipment or procedures. St<o-cndard cost merely recuires a 
simple multiplication for each transaction. The average cost 
method requires addition to achieve new balances, and then 
division to produce the new average cost. 
'l'he first-in, first-out, or last-in, first-out 
calculating procedures are slightly more complicated, but 
may still be performed on relatively simnle eouipment, A 
description of the first-in, first-out calculations vlill 
serve to illustrate this general type of procedure, An 
inventory card is required for each purchase lot; these 
cards are filed, automatically, in first-in, first-out 
order. Additions to inventory require only the addition 
of a new card to the perpetual inventory file. Issues 
follo>'l' the same r;eneral procedure as described, up t.o the 
noint of calculation, ;·Tith the exception that all balance 
cards for an i tern are merged vii th the transaction cards 
effecting that item. In the calculation operation, the cal-
culator accumulates the issue quantity from the issue cards. 
The quantity of the first inventory card is tested against 
the issue amount. If this card contains enou;c:h units, the 
new balance and cost are punched into the card. If the 
card contains an insufficient quantity, it receives a 
special punch to indicate that this amount is exhausted, 
and the calculator continues through the perpetual i::cventory 
cards until it has satisfied the issue amount. .-\ny further 
cards for this item are ignored, End the calculator o:oes on 
to another item, On a second run throup;:, the calculator, 
the value of iss'.1es is accumulated, issue prices are accu-
mulated, and this information is nunched into the transaction 
card. If, as is normally the case, one of the perpetual 
inventory cards requires an altered amount, a new perpetual 
inventory card is puncned automatically by the calculator 
for this particular a..wunt at the stated price. 'l'here has 
been a special code punched in those cards to be elidinated, 
these iJJ.ay be sorted out by controlling on ti1is special code. 
Similar procedures are feasible i'or last-in, first-
out and highest cost r'irst. A procedure such aa the i'irst 
could easily be .. 1odi1'ied to produce the aujusting data l'or 
a replacement cost type of pricing i•lethod. 
'l'he "automatic" punched card systems provide a 
very general approach to the proqlern o1' maintenance oi' a 
perpetual lnventory, but a high vo1uue oi' transactions 
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must be ,,1aintained to justify the cost oi' such an installation. 
VIII. ELECTROiGC DIGITAL COMPU'rER SYS'l'f:l.'IS 
A. The ComDuter i•iechanism 
The most recently developed inventory m2.intenance 
device is the digital computer. Before outlining the tvm 
basic approaches to the perpetual inventory problem >~hich 
utilize this equipment, it mio:.ht be v1ell to describe the 
device commonly refered to as a "digital computer." The 
term itself is a generic term, describing a vlhole family 
of similar devices. For the purposes of this paper, it 
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will suffice to discuss their general fe.mily characteristics, 
and to mention certain special feature available on some 
specialized or more complex computers. 
The digital computer consists of three major 
parts: the memory, i'Thich contains both the instructions 
to be follov1ed for the operation involved, c:ncl the data 
to be operated upon; an accumulator or arithmetic unit, 
in wi:ich all computational operations take place; and an 
instruction reading and performing device, which reads the 
instructions from the memory and perfo1~s the operation 
in the accumulator. An apt analogy to a digital computer 
is that of a person, possessing no pouer of choice, given 
a set of instructions and data, and given a desk calculator, 
'.Che person reads the instruction; he then performs the 
operation called for by the instruction, reads the ne:x"t 
instruction, performs that operation, etc. Since he has 
no noHer of choice, he can do only the instructions t;iven 
him, and he can operate only upon the data supplied him. 
The speed of oneration, the size of the memo~], 
and the number of possible instructions all vary between 
computers. The requirements for these items also vary 
from operation to operation. 
The input for most computers is on ma:cnetic tape, 
but some use ounched paper tape, punched cards, or manual 
keyboard input. If magnetic tape is used, the data must be 
translated into this medium; if punched cards are used, the 
input-output operation is considerably sl01r1er. The 
requirements of the particula:r: job, and the p;eneral re-
quirements of other company operations 1·rill determine 
•vhich type of input is best. 
The operations inside the computer include all 
of the normal arithmetical computations, plus a number 
of comparison operations. The number and extent of these 
operations again varies "1'/i th the cor.1puter. 
It "1'/0uld be extremely difficult to discuss the 
detailed characteristics of any but the simplest digital 
computer, as most computers are customized to meet the 
specific requirements of the purchaser or renter. If a 
computer is to be con,sidered, it Hould seem 1vise to 
determine the requirements of the firm, ascertain <rhich 
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computers might satisfactorily fulfill these requirements 
or be modified to fulfill them, determine the cost of 
these configurations of equipment, s.nd ms.ke the necessary 
cost computations, 
The computer itself consists of a memory, an 
arithms.tic unit, and a control unit, Its chil.ef advantage 
is tremendous speed and flexibility in making calculations. 
The firm may or may not be able to economically utilize 
these capabilities~ 
B. Periodic Processing 
The discussion of computers, as applied to 
perpetual inventory maintenance, can be divided into two 
general areas: the neriodic processing of perpetual 
inventory data on a general purpose machine, and the 
operation involved in constant, on-line perpetual inventory 
maintenance, The first involves a machine vihich must be 
used to perform several operations for the firm; the 
second involves a special purpose device which is con-
cerned I'Tith nothing other than maintenance of the perpet-
ual inventory. 
The usual procedures for the maintenance of 
a perpetual inventory on a general purpose machine are not 
unlike those for the systems previously discussed, as can 
be noted in Figure XVII. The perpetual inventory file is 
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in part numbRr sequence, probably on magnetic tape. The 
first major operation is to sort the transactions into 
part number sequence (which is normally done with punched 
cards, as large scale sorting operations tend to be clumsy 
on a general purpose computer), and to record them on a 
medium suitable for computer operation , in this case 
magnetic tape. The machine is given certain instructions 
with regard to hov1 the tapes shall be processed; once the 
operation has started, it proceeds automatically. In this 
case, the computer reads the fL st transaction part number, 
ana sorts through the perpetual inventory· file tape until 
it arrives at the proper part number. The computations are 
then performed; the type of computation performed being 
almost vrholly analagous to those performed in the auto-
matic punched card method. A new, updated balance is placed 
on the perpetual inventory tape, and any information desired 
for reports is recorded on still another tape. This pro-
cedure then repeats itself·u.ntil all of the transactions 
have been posted. The Teport tape can then be sorted, or 
printed as is, to yield any data required for accounting 
entries. 
Once the sorting for account entries has been 
accomplished (and this may make use of equipment other 
than the computer), the operation is completed. This 
constitutes a very simple computer operation; the only 
justification for utilizing a computer lies in the speed 
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of computations and the savings t:1erol•y available ·.:l1on 
there is C1• li~·.j_ .. ge ti.aDi::· of transc:.c·C.ion[: to be posted. It is 
an operation which can usually readily be programmed on 
a general purpose computer, but which is seldom import-
ant encn.1gh to jus:.:ify , in itself, the expense involved 
in the acquisition of a digital computer. 
C. Constant Inventory liJaintenance 
The other gene~al type of system utilizing a 
computer for perpetual inventory maintenance involves 
the use of a special purpose computer which is used for 
constant, instantaneous perpetual inventory mainten;mce. 
(The term "special purpose computer" means either one 
which is indeed built for this special purpose, or a 
conventional general purpose machine i·rhich has been 
modified for this purpose.) This is an entirely dif-
ferent type of operation from that first mentioned, 
nad is practical only in those cases 1-Jhere perpetual 
inventory maintenance is such a problem as to •·mrrent 
this expenditure on inventory alone. 
The operation of a typical special purpose 
inventory computer might best be illustrated by refer-
ence back to Figure II, ••hich shovm the perpetual 
inventor! process in detail. The special purpose 
machine constantly performs the >vhole illustrated 
procedure. Units to perform all of the illustrated 
functions are built into the machine. The most 
important single point about such a system is that all 
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quantity and cost balances are maintained in the memory 
of the computer~ This yields what is kno"m as 
"immediate random access". If the machine is oueried 
about any balance, this balance is immediately available 
vTithout the necessity of proceeding sequentially through 
the dat;a, i"lhich operation uould be the case if the 
information were contained somewhere on a roll of 
magnetic tape. Wben a part number is specified, immedi2te 
contact 1dth the balance is available. 
The machine records any transaction almost 
instantaneously, and probably produces a transaction 
tape for the record. Because of the amount of .d2.ta and 
the speed of processing, this type of operation does not 
lend itself to detailed account distributions. If only 
a fe1~ accounts are involved, such distributions are 
possible utilizing tapes for each account >•rhich Ho;;ld be 
posted along ;1ith each transaction. If a number of 
accounts are involved, memory locations may be designed 
for each account, and the balance only for the account 
is maintained in this location. The dra>·Tback to the 
memory location ar-proach is that no readily accessible 
document is available to show the detail of the account 
distributions. 
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The actual input to such a machine may be from 
either one or several sources. If the input is from one 
single device, there is, of course, some limitation 
on the amount of data Hhich can be entered in a e;iven 
period of time. The use of such a system 11ill, however, 
yield the speed of calculation and the convenience of 
immediate access. If i!mnediate posting is required after 
every transaction, then more than one input iiOUld, indeed, 
be useful. 
If such a snecial purpose machine h2s 
multiple in nut and referenc;i.ng capabilities, there v:otold 
probably be a number of entry machines or devices, all 
havinp: access to the memory, with a device to keep their 
signals from conflicting. These read-in, read-out 
facilities could be spaced in many ways; they could a"ll 
be in the same area, or they could oe 1·ridely spaced and 
connected by wire. 
The outp'Ut reports from this tyr:>e of syster.1 
may b•" in almost any form, and consist of a p·inting 
out of the contents of the memory, or of a translation of 
account tapes. 
These are snecial purnose machines but many 
-narticularly parts suppliers, and others, ;·ri th lE.rge 
and varied inventories-comp2.nies h;o,ve a nernetual in-
ventory prot,lem so acute as to sugr;est such a system. 
The kn01•dedge that such eaui"·'ment is availc;ble may be 
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helpful in considering difficult perpetual inventory problems. 
The digital computer is 2.n extremely e:CT'ensi ve 
iter:; a perpetual inventory is c:n operation that can be 
easily prograraned on a1r.:ost any ~~etlerE•_l ru:--;---ose con",uter, 
and for 1-lhich snecial eouipment is readily avail,ohle, ":'he 
major problem is to determine 11'hether che v2.lue received 
exceeds the exrense reouired. 
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A. !>!ultiple Use of the Same Information 
In the gener::cl operatiol' of t:;e firm, all 
divisions have, necessarily, to deal vri th essentially the 
same basic data, Each division uses it or Processes it 
in a sli"' :tly different manner, '.ihen a purchase is made, 
at least a nortion of the data rega rdiEr; the ~:mrchase is 
. '1 ~· h . d rt ~ . . . r••oLureo. "Y cne pure. asJ.r..g epa .. menv, ,;ne receJ. vJ.n.r: 
department, the accounting departmen···, and rroba bly the 
"planning" or "production" denartment. :, sale affects 
the sales department, ti1e shi npin;; cieJJartment, :.he ac-
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counting department, and the purchasing or plannLc:: de,-,art-
ment. 'rhe same situation holds true for most transc;ctions 
or actions of the firm; every action, al.c•;;::t invariably, 
L.vol ves dat:1 \lhich r.mst be Processed into information 
for more that one consm1er, each consumer ho.ving his 0'\'ln 
snecific reouirements. 
In the introduction, the all too cor.uon dual 
pernetual inventory situation >·ras noted; hoth the ac-
countiw' derartment and the nroductioY' C:.erecr::r:wnt mai:1-
tainin_'"cl~ their 01!-T.cl nerDetual :".nven~or-:·. ~~:_'he nroduction 
department has certain rGcn:ir-e·,ents which its perDetual 
inventory supply; the accounting denartme"t has certain 
other rec:uirements which its perpetual inventOl'Y must 
satisfy, 'l'he production per-oetual inve::to:·y is concerned, 
in the main, >1ith inventory control problems and con-
tains special information concerning such items as re-
order points and economic lot quantities; the accounting 
perpetual inventory contains the relevant cost data; 
they both contain the quantity data. A considerable 
duplication of effort is inherent in any such dual operation. 
The concept of so-called "integrated data pro-
cessing" is concerned with combining all these separate 
requirements into one unified system. It is aimed at 
the elimination of duplication of effort, and thereby 
the reduction of costs. If a certain computation is 
necessary for several different purDoses, this is no 
,justification for making the computation several dif-
ferent times. It might be possible to so arrange the 
system, that this computation is made once, before the 
data is passed on for the more specific operations. 
As was emphasized when duplicating equipment 
was being discussed, there is no reward for performing 
the same operation twice 11hen one operation might have 
satisfied both requirements. 
B. The Concent of a Common Language l'ledium 
The develoDment of modern electronic and 
mechanical eauipment required the use of symbolic, 
coded input and output. Holes in a card, holes in 
paper tape, or magnetized spots on a tape carry the 
data; this is the only type of data that the machine 
can read. 
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'l'he symbols are coded groups of marks and spaces 1 
or charges and no charges, It is relatively easy, by use 
of some sort of translation device, to transfer tho infor-
mation in one symbolic code to another symbolic code, 
This is the major roint in most modern integrated data 
processing schemes; onee the original data is recorded 
in coded form, in a so-called "comnon language" or 
machine language 1 there need be no further mam·al tran-
scription of the data, The information can be read many 
times, by many machines, for many seroarate operations. 
The normal common languap;e media {!.re-punched 
cards, punched tape and m~gnetic tape. The coded 
data may be created by a punch or code operation, or 
it may be created as a byproduct of an accounting machine 
operation. Since the accounting machine operates on tile 
data within its mechanism, it must contain the data in 
coded form. This coded form can be reproduced in a 
nunched tane or card simulta.neously wi tl-1 the normal 
machine calculations and entries, It is merely a 
machine '~<Tiring nroblem to select for reproduction 
only certain data to be recorded op. the common language 
medium. There are numerous devices available to tran-
slate information from one particular coded langua~e 
into another. 
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The rush to integrated data processing began 
in the late 1940's when some enterprising person noted 
this obvious translation capability of the symbolically 
coded machinery •• The key to such a system was the five-
channel punched teletype tape, which could readily be 
transmitted over existing teletype facilities. 'l'his 
meant that the system could be extended to, or close to, 
the transaction point. 1~e processing at the point of 
origination of the data could be done on equipment which 
created common language data, and this data could be 
relayed by teletype or by mailing a roll of tape to any 
consumer of the information. Along with the transmission 
capability thereis an automatic reproduction capability 
inherent in the entire operation. Punched cards could 
be reproduced easily, but their bulk and Height made 
long distance transmission e:x:pensi ve. 'fape could be 
transported easily, o:t transmitted, and, at the 
destination, it could be translated into punched cards. 
Given common language devices, it is necessary 
to develop an overall system, encomnassing not just the 
perpetual inventory, but all functions which related to 
it or to the data required by it or produced by it. 'l'his 
is no longer an accounting or a control nroblem , it is 
now a unified problem. The data and the information 
resulting from processing must be produced in such a 
form as to satisfy the needs of all. 
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This "~<Wuld seem to be the overall aim of the 
systems designer, to design a system which encompasses 
all requirements t1ith no duplication of effort and 
producing no extraneous material. The perpetual inventory 
is just one segment of the overall problem. 'l'his segment, 
however, probably takes the form of one of the punched 
card or computer systems mentioned previously; its innut 
is already in usable form when received, otherwise, there 
wculd be few differences. 
C. Illustration of Integrated Data Processing 
It should be obvious that each integrated data 
processing installation is a "custom" installation, There 
is no basic integrated data procesc:.ing system. The very 
justification for such a system is the fact that there is 
a tremendous volume of data to be processed; the data and 
requirement will vary between firms, . therefore the system 
must be unique for each firm. 
A typical integrated data processing secn~ence 
is illustrated in the follo1ring description of a sales 
transaction and the processing of the data produced by 
the sale. This is only one of the transactions that affect 
the perpetual inventory, and the perpetual inventory is 
only a small part of the operation. 
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Uhen a sale is made, the sales slip is typed 
on a machine wi1ich also nroducea a nunched tane, r:-:cording 
all of the information typed on the s;les sJi1J in the 
preselected tape format. This information goes by teletype 
to the ,,;arehouse, 'l'<here an identical ta1)e is Droduced. 
The items of the sale are readied for shiDmePt, and any 
corrections to the tape due to shortages, backorders, 
ect. are made; the tape is then run through a preset 
accounting machine to print the information contained on 
the tape in the form for the bill of lading anc the 
packing slip. The information is then transmitted to 
the home office, where the punched tape is placed in an 
accounting machine, and the machine produces an invoice 
by reproducing the information on the tape, and eztending 
the unit cost times quantity on both the invoice and on 
the tape. 
The tape is then available as input for the 
perpetual inventory system, for a sales report, and for 
any other purrose. The importance of such a system to the 
perpetual inventory is in its capability to get the 
required information to the perpetual inventory system 
rapidly and in a form that can be readily processed. If 
the perpetual inventory system is preps_red 'co accept and 
process data in the form available from the integrated 
data processing system, there is no real modification to 
the perpetual inventory system for such operations. 
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The advantages of such a system are both the 
savings realized by eliminating the costs of unnecessary 
duplication and processing, and the competetive advantage 
of such a system both in speed and in service to the 
customer. If information on a failing is immediately 
available, immediate action can be taken to correct it, 
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.X • GOST CALCULATIONS 
A.General Cost Considerations 
After it has been decided that a perpetual 
inventory is a useful thing, and after the various 
systems have been examined, .the question arises, "'ihich 
one, if any to select?" The ansl-ter to the question, 
"Hhich one?" lies in relative cost calculations; the 
ansvrer vri th regard to v1hether to maintain a perpetual 
inventory in the first place, is rather more subjective. 
The details of the reasons for maintaining a 
perpetual inventory have been summarized in Chapter II. 
The objective. of this chapter will be to investifate the 
factors vrhich must be considered in determining the 
relative costs of various per:r,etual inven'cory systems. 
The usual stated reason for any imrrovement 
is to lower cost and raise nrofits. 1\.n objective manner 
of getting at the costs and virtues of increasingly 
comr•licated systems v;ould be by examining the various 
stated ad vantages of system imnrovements. :·c survey by 
Robert F. r1cLaren gives the following specific reasons 
for changing management information producing systems':': 
"1. To produce savings in the method of 
handling IV"Ork. 
2. 1'o simplify handling and processing of 
voluminous and complex jobs. 
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3. To provide a system :;h' t uould permit 
basic data to be used in many l'lays for 
better overall information. 
4 •• To insure that the work uas done by the 
most accurate method ~ossible. 
5. To obtain faster results of operations to 
meet deadlines and to provide information 
vthen it is timely enouP;h to be significant." 
The first tHo items lend themselves to objective 
measurement, and will ·bee discussed in detail in the next 
section. The third item brings in the subject of inte-
grated data processing. The study for the installation 
of such a system must be extensive, and cannot be discussed 
here; it should s'uffice to recognize that if, after a 
detailed study, it is determined that such a system is 
to be installed, it Hill effect the perpetual inventory 
system. The data generally a part of such a system 
includes the basic data necessary for the maintenance 
of the perpetual inventory, therefore, the perpetual 
inventory system in any specific case oust be adaptable 
to the specific integrated data processing scheme in use. 
'Ehe other two i terns involve, in a large part, 
subjective judgements. Their value is not subject .to 
exact analytical examination. These items may place 
an added value on a more expensive perpetual inventory 
system and make it more acceptable. The cost of 
inaccurate work is difficult to measure, but there is no 
doubt that such a cost exists. If the pernetual inventory 
lists a zero balance for an item, when actually there is 
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an overage, and more is ordered on this basis, there 
is a cost, a cost that is wasteful in terms of .firm 
assets. No general rules can be made for measuring the 
losses due to error, but this is an item which must 
be taken into consideration in evaluating a manual 
system against a more error proof automatic system, 
The importance of timely information can only 
be estimated by the man 11ho receives the report, 'l'he 
loss il~curred by lack of kno;~ledge is in many cases 
a supposition or an outright guess. That there is often 
a loss due to lack of information is undoubted, hm;ever 
there is always some questLm as to the usefulness of 
all the reports produced for management. 
These two factors, accuracy and timeliness, 
are difficult to judge, but they are most certainl" 
' relevent to any cost determination, These terms \"lill 
be lumped, together 'ilith the value of any other special 
features, in a category to be refered to as "added value" 
The value of flexibility in the system, the negative 
quality of possible obsolescence, and the gro\"rth pos-
sibilities of the system v1ill also enter into this term, 
Relative cost computations have been mentioned 
throughout this paper, it is now necessary to specify 
just exactly what is meant by this terminology, This 
may be summarized in the follo'idng ecuation: 
relative cost io comoutable costtyr - add~ __ value/_ _.Y!-'_ 
ase cost1 yr 
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In examining this eouation, it must first be recognised 
-that a "relative" figure etust be tied to some "base" 
figure to Hhich it is relative. In this case, the base 
for any given set of computations must be constant, but 
it can be the cost of any simple system. 1~e added 
value term is the sum of the values of all of the less 
objectively measureable aspects of the plan. 'l'he 
computable cost is the measureable cost of the system. 
The added value of each system is subtracted from this 
cost to give the cost figure relative to the cost of 
other systems under examination. The actual cost of 
two systems might be the same, but if one produces 
correct, timely information, while the other does nrJt 
produce the information until it is useless, there is 
definitely an added cost to the second system; that 
of not having the information on time. 
B~ The I1Ieasureable Gosts 
The items v;hich have not yet been discussed 
are the tangible cost and expenses of operating a per-
petual inventory system. 'These are readily calculated, 
and are necessary for almost any rational aprraisal of 
competetive systems. The computable cost term is the sum 
of all these costs. 
'l'he two terms 'i'Thich immediately come to mind in 
any such de'bermination are "labor" and "materials." 
Labor may or may not be a major factor, and the actual 
productive labor time to be utilized on any system is 
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reasonably easy to estimate. In a manual operation, 
it takes a clerk a certain amount of time to perform an 
operation; there are a certain number of operations to 
be performed; multiplication will yeild an ans11er. Other 
factors, such as efficiency of use of labor,,are important, 
but this tyne of overhead computation is not an unusual 
one. Another labor item to consider is the cost of 
training. It is relatively lov; for a visual card file 
system, but high for a computer installation. This cost 
must be written off over the expected tenure of the 
employee. There are also the normal overhead costs for 
labor; all of these entering the labor cost picture. 
The cost of buying or renting the equipment 
must enter the calculations. In the more eA~ensive in-
stallations, the interest that could have been earned 
by the productive investment of the equipment expenditure 
must be considered. Any modifications.to the building 
such as strengthening foundations or airconditioning 
must be included in the calculations. 
It must be understood that the comnutations 
being made are yearly comnutations, and that any loo· g-
term investments in the system must be amortized over 
the estimated life of the system. There is also another 
relevant computation, and that is an out of pocket cost 
computation. This is exactly what it means, the cash 
necessa+-y to acquire tke. system in working condition 
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XI. SWfi'IARY 
The production of management information 'l'ias 
introduced as a major business problem, and this paper 
has discussed the perpetual inventory problem as one 
aspect of this major overall problem. 
It \'las established that, in many cases a per-
petual inventory was valuable, and certain s1eecific 
reasons were given for the necessity of maintaining a 
perpetual inventory in terms of both quantities and costs. 
The decision as to whether a perpetual inventory is 
necessary must be made by comparing the usefulness of 
the perpetual inventory i'lith its probable cost. Some 
firms may not require the extravage.nce of a perpetual 
inventory, but most firms of any size have a mass of 
material to control that is so large as to require the 
maintenance of a perpetual inventory. 
If the decision •ras made to have a perpetual 
inventory, it was then necessary to set up the functional 
criteria to which the system must conform. The study 
of these criteria consisted of a discussion of the 
inventory pricing methods 11ith which the system might 
have to deal, and 1·1ith a detailed examination of the stens 
in the perpetual inventory process. 
A cross section of the major perpetual inventory 
systems vms then discussed to illustrate ho':T each system 
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goes about fulfilling the requirements previously specified. 
Each system has its 0\'ln specific virtues and v;eak points. 
In particular, some of the simpler hand systems become 
extremely awkl-rard to use in connection with the more 
complicated pricing systems. The volume and type of 
inventory transactions will also do much to specify the 
type of system. 
The overall systems situation and systems plans 
of the firm were other important factors. The presence 
of eouipment \'Ihich could be utilized for perpetual inven-
tory maintenance, with no additional outlay, may •~ell 
dictate the general form of the perpetual inventory 
system. The integration of the perpetual inventory 
information and other info1~ation from the same sources 
into a comprehensive integrated data processing system 
is also another possible consideration. 
The all important items of cost and value 11ere 
covered Here mentioned last. Because of the wide variety 
of operations, the diverse types of ee>:Iipment available, 
and the common necessity of adapting the system in some 
manner to the eouipment existing to fulfill other reauire-
ments, no attempt \"las made to specify costs for specific 
systems. The usual costs r-un roughly in the order in 
''1hich the systems were presented, but many factors can 
effect these costs. 
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Rather than attempt to detail t~e costs, a 
procedure for judgint: such costs vias set do\"m, The 
optimum system in a given set of circumstances was the 
system that gave the relative cost in the follovrinp: 
equation (the answer i'!Ould be one or less), 
relative cost= ~putable cost/yr-added V?,lue/yr 
base cost/yr 
This met the end objective of this paper: a 
pror:ram i·thich would lead to a more intelli<7ent selection 
. '--..- -' 
of perpetual inventory systems. This program consists of: 
1. An examination of the information actually 
required. 
2, A study of those systems which could eco-
nomically satisfy those requirements. 
3. Relative cost computations to determine 
the op"~imum systems, 
L;. A decision as to system, based on the 
relative cost calculations, the overall 
systems plans of the firm, and the relative 
importance of the perpetual inventory to 
the information problems of the firm. 
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APPENDIX 
!_!ynical Punched Card System 
The punched card illustrated "::lelo't·r is a typical 
card \'lhich mi,aht be found in an inventory card punched card 
system. llore data might be included on the cord in an 
actual situation, but the illustration contains the data 
necessary for "the perpetual inventory. 
The list:.ngs on the foll01·1ing pages are typical 
of the output of such a system. The output of any of the 
srsterns described uould contain reports very similar to 
t hese. 
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• prepunched in card punched in card at issue 
~444444~44~~~~~~~~44444 444444444444~ 
56 ~6 16 56 s6 s6 56 56 ~ s6 16 sb sb s6 S0 s6 56 s6 50 10 s6 51> s6 s6 s6 56 s6 56 56 s6 s6 s6 56 s6 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
,.; 
;:; E~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ 
9 9 ? 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ~9Q QQQ9999 
~«~·~·~~~··-~~·~·~r~u~~~~~~~~~~~~~=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
machine calculated 
-I 5 su E L I 5 T lNG 
--
-- --- --- --
- - - - -- -
PARr t DESCRIPTION C 0 ST SELLING QT'(. ACC'T C OMM l:NTS TOTAL TOTAL c; Ross 
fol o. PRICE Ill o. cosT 5ELL/N6 PRICE p!IARC11'4 
- GADGET 500 101 0 0 1 000 00 10 1 01 5 00 0 00 10000 oo 5000 00 
---
-- 00 - --~03 w I RGET 5 oo 00 1000 00 1 2 1 20 6 00 0 12000 oo 6000 00 
~04 WHATS I T 3 20 00 650 00 4 10~ ~280 00 2600 oo ~320 00 
- --- --
-- -
~10 TH I NG 4 50 00 920 00 2 ~40 90 0 00 1840 oo 940 00 
- ----- - -- -
1- -
~12 P I ECE 2 oo 00 400 00 2 1 25 4 2 0 0 00 8400 oo 4200 00 
-
--r-
~~3 PAR T 7 ~ 5o 00 300 00 2 10~ 30 0 00 6 0 0 oo 300 00 
- --
---
-
~15 PART 7 ~ 50 00 300 00 1 5 25 2250 00 4500 oo 2250 00 
-
--
- -
2 2 7 COMPONENT 4 80 00 9 o olo o 2 140 96000 1800 oo 840 00 
----
f--·---
-
- ~---- f--· 
234 PORT I ON 70 00 ~50 00 5 120 3 5 010 0 750 oo 400 00 
--
- - -
234 PORT I ON 70 00 ~50 00 8 101 56000 ~200 oo 640 00 
- -- - -
- -
----1- -- -
---
--- --- ------ -- - ---- - - -- - - - -
--- -- - -
li1l. 
' 
- - - 1-- --- - --- - - --- - ---
---
-
- --
-- - - - - --
-- ---- - -
- -
--
---t-- -- - I 
-· 
-
- r--· 
-~ - -- - -- - - -
~ 
- -
--
-
-
- -
1-
---+- ----- -
I 
------
-~ - 1-
-
- - -- -----
1-
- ------- - --
1--- - --
-1--- 1- - - -- - -
-- -- -
1~- i~ ·- --·- - -- - - - - --- - - -
. 
-------------------------------
- -
A ceo u NT Ll STlNG 
--
- - - ------- --
-- -
---- -- -- -
I 
PAATt OES CRIPTtON COST SELLING QTY A Cc.' T COMMS:~TS TOTAL TOTAL 6 Ross 
NO. PRICe N 0. c.o ST SELLIN G PRICE' 1"\ ARGtN 
--
-
112 PI ECE 2 oo 00 400 00 2 1 25 4 2 0 0 00 8400 oo 4200 00 
--
1- -
-- - --·- - 1-
115 PART 7 1. 50 00 300 00 1.5 25 2250 00 4500 oo 2250 00 
-
-
-
101 GADGET 5 oo 00 1000 00 10 101 5 00 0 00 1.0000 oo 5000 00 
-
104 WHATSI T 320 00 650 00 
. 
4 101 1.280 00 2600 oo 1.320 00 
--
1-- --- - ~--
113 PART 7 1 50 00 300 00 2 101 30 0 00 6 0 0 oo 300 00 
-
·-
64obo 2 3 4 PORT I ON 70 00 1.50 00 8 1.01 560 00 1.200 oo 
- 1- - -~--
6 0 00~ 0 103 WI RGE T 5 oo 00 1000 00 1 2 120 6 00 0 00 1200000 
--
1- - - -
-1-
234 PORT I ON 70 00 150 00 5 120 350 00 75000 40000 
- - -
110 TH I NG 4 50 00 920 00 2 140 9 0 0 00 1840 IOO 94000 
- f- - I- -------~~- - - -
227 COMPONENT 4 80 00 900 00 2 1.40 960 00 1.80000 84000 
- 1- - - 1- -- -----+ -
I I 
-- I 
-
-
r--~ 
- --- -
1-- ---.--
----
1'6 
' 
- --- -- - ---
__..-
- --
---
1-- ---1-- - - - - -- -+--- t- -
I 
---- - ---- ~- --- - - ---
-- --·- - - ---
-- - --1------ --- --~ - -- --,-- ----
- -- ---
. L - --------- --
--
- - -- - ---------- - --- -
- --
- - -- -- --
--
-- -
--
---- -
-------~- - -- ~ - -
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